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ABSTRACTS 

 

Title:     Cost connected to master data  

Author:   Yuwei Zhao, MASTER student  

Supervisor: Johan Tysk --Professor, Department of Mathematics  

Yun Ma -- Manager, Global MDM, Ericsson AB 

Caroline Raning -- Consultant, Global MDM, Ericsson AB 

Purpose:     Find out a proper model for calculating total cost of keeping a master 

data as well as the optimal level of master data volume in system in order to provide 

reasonable suggestion for a cost-efficient MDM solution    

Methods:    Quantitative and qualitative research based on the knowledge obtained 

from the interview with staff of MDM department and relevant experts within this 

academic field. Literature study, data collection and statistical analysis are also 

applied to this project research.   

Recommendations:  Model for calculating average cost per record can be found 

based on determination of relevant cost factors and amortize the total cost into each 

record. The Model for total cost with volume as an independent variable can be found 

by Regression Analysis. Breakeven point can be found by equalizing the cost function 

with value function.   

Key words:   SAP, Master Data, Master data Cost, Reference Data, MDM,   

Breakeven point  
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Chapter 1      Introduction   

This chapter provides the reader some background information of this project as well 

as a clear picture of the main targets that I try to achieve.   

1.1  Background  

Nowadays, Enterprise Resourcing Planning (Hereinafter referred to as ERP) system 

has become an indispensable part of the business application in modern enterprises. It 

is defined as an enterprise-wide information system coordinating all the resources, 

information, and activities needed to complete business processes [1.1]. An ERP system 

is based on a common database which allows every department of the enterprise to 

store and retrieve reliable, accessible and easily-shared information in real-time. 

Master data, however, composes this common database. If we make a metaphor, say 

that an enterprise is a human body, then, ERP system works like the blood system 

which is composed by blood vessels linking to every part of the human body, then, 

master data can be viewed as numerous blood cells flowing in the blood vessels. This 

metaphor helps us to understand how importance is master data to the smooth and 

healthy running of an enterprise. Hence, we should always keep our master data clean, 

accurate, updated and consistent across different applications, systems and databases, 

multiple business processes, functional areas, organizations, geographies and channels 

just like the blood cells should always been fresh and healthy in human bodies. Then 

it comes to a new acronym, MDM which represents MDM. It is defined as the 

technology, tools, and processes required to create and maintain consistent and 

accurate lists of master data[1.2].  

MDM has the objective of providing processes for collecting, aggregating, matching, 

consolidating, quality-assuring, persisting and distributing such data throughout an 

                                                        
[1.1] Estevez, J., and Pastor, J., Enterprise Resource Planning Systems Research: An Annotated Bibliography, Communications 

of AIS, 7(8) pp. 2-54 

[1.2] Roger Wolter and Kirk Haselden, Building Distributed Applications: The What, Why, and How of MDM
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organization to ensure consistency and control in the ongoing maintenance and 

application use of this information. There are quite a lot of challenges within this 

comparatively new field, for example, costs, quality, complexity and risks. As to 

every profit-optimizing company, cost connected to master data in ERP system is 

always a major concern. With the expansion of an enterprise, the amount of data 

needed for business processes will also increases dramatically. Then, one question is 

always asked, is it always beneficial to increase the amount of master data in system? 

In other word is there any breakeven point of master data volume at which the cost 

cancels out the benefits. Finding out this critical point helps to achieve a wise MDM 

design.  

1.2  Problem analysis   

Successful MDM which provides consistent, comprehensive and easily-shared 

information across the enterprise helps to save remarkable amount of IT cost of the 

enterprise in many different ways, reduce the risk of having low-quality data as well 

as save the redundant work of inputting master data into system whenever a related 

transaction event occurs. Despite the benefit it brings to the company, keeping a 

master data in the enterprise ERP system inevitably causes some cost which draws 

great attention to MDM. Cost connected to master data is a general topic under which 

there are several key questions as follow to consider.  

• What are the cost factors of keeping a master data record during its life cycle in 

ERP system?  

• How to calculate the total cost of keeping a master data record in a specific length 

of period within its life cycle?  

• What is the relationship between master data volume and cost?  How cost 

increase with the volume? The relationship can be found out through Regression 

Analysis of historical data collected from Ericsson  

• What is the value of keeping a master data record in the system? In other word, 

how much benefit does a master data record bring to the company if it exists in the 
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system?  

Upon solving the problems mentioned above, we will be able to find out whether 

there exists a breakeven volume of master data on which the total cost equals to the 

total benefit.  

1.3  Focus and delimitation  

As the research of this project is performed mainly based on the practical situation of 

Ericsson who is performing a centralized MDM solution with SAP as its ERP system, 

it will give general recommendation that could be benchmarked with the case of 

GMDM of Ericsson. Master data discussed in this project refers to G/L Accounts, 

Profit Center, Cost Center, Customer, Vendor, Material. HR master data, is not 

included in this research as it is out of the duty of GMDM, Ericsson. Cost master data 

and price master data is outside our discussion scope too.  

1.4  Purpose  

• Find out an applicable model for calculating the total cost of keeping a master data 

record in system for Ericsson or the companies performing the similar MDM 

solution;  

• Find out the relationship between master data volume and master data cost; 

• Find out if there exists any breakeven point of master data volume on which the 

enterprise gain equal cost to benefits. In other word, find out the optimal level of 

master data volume for Ericsson or the companies performing the similar MDM 

solution;  

• Provide Reasonable suggestions to Ericsson AB upon the results achieved by 

research.    

1.5  Target Group  

This thesis is mainly addressed to MDM employees, students, teachers and other 

people within the academic world that have an interest in cost control of master data. 
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The stakeholder of this project is the whole GMDM Department of Ericsson.   

1.5  Data Source  

For the sake of confidentiality, the data showed in this report are all fictive. It does not 

reflect the realities of Ericsson.  
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Chapter 2      Research Methodology  

In this chapter, the readers will be provided with a detailed description of the research 

methods chosen to be used in this specific topic.  

2.1  Choice of research methodology 

A wise choice of the method may predict a good result of the research. Here, wise 

means appropriate and suitable method which can help to reach our final goal in the 

most time-and-cost-efficient way. Upon a clear determination of purpose and 

expected outcome of this project, I choose to apply a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative study based on the literature research to prepare myself for the necessary 

knowledge in the field of MDM and SAP system. The whole research process will 

proceed in the following ways: 

2.1.1  Literature research   

By reading relevant literature, I will be able to acknowledge myself with necessary 

information, theory and methods such as preliminary background information, 

methodology theory and data analysis methods for the practical research of this 

project. It also helps to obtain a general understanding of the research object and 

purpose. Academic literatures for data analysis methods and mathematical theories 

such as probability sampling, time series analysis and regression analysis mainly 

come from university library, information regarding to how master data is classified, 

defined and managed in Ericsson will be obtained from Ericsson intranet and internal 

documents, reports of GMDM Department. By using Google Search Engine, Google 

scholar, SAP help portal, searchSAP.com, SearchDataManagement.com, TDWI 

Research, BNET (findarticles.com) and Tech target Network with key words such as 

(MDM, data cost, data storage, SAP, etc), I will be able to find out articles and 

instruction related to MDM.     

2.1.2  Quantitative VS Qualitative Research 

Qualitative study involves analysis of data such as words (e.g., from interviews), 
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pictures (e.g., video), or objects (e.g., an artifact) while Quantitative study involves 

analysis of numerical data.[2.1]  In this report, both qualitative and quantitative study 

will be performed. Chapter 1 to Chapter 4 will be mainly focus on the former one 

while Chapter 5 to Chapter 7 will be based on the latter one. Qualitative facts will be 

collected upon telephone interview or communication with relevant experts, 

presentation given by employees of GMDM Department as well as discussion with 

professor in Mathematics Department of Uppsala University while the quantitative 

data will be collected from the SAP system. Data collection is required by both 

quantitative and qualitative investigation while some statistical analysis method such 

as Time Series Analysis and Regression Analysis will be required specifically for 

Quantitative research.  

2.1.2.1  Data Collection  

Data collection is simply how information is gathered. There are various methods of 

data collection such as personal interviewing, telephone, mail and the Internet[2.2]. 

Depending on the survey design, these methods can be used separately or combined. 

In this project, data is not only regarded as numerical figures but also as the 

unquantative information such as words, pictures, facts etc. Numerical data is 

regarded as the essential foundation without which the models are impossible to be 

established. Therefore, only with accurate figures can we reach an accurate model, 

find out the accurate relationship between master data volume and cost and eventually 

obtain an optimal master data volume for the company. How data is collected in this 

report and the reason why I choose these methods is presented as follow: 

• Interview: There are two ways to perform interview: Personal Interview and 

Telephone interview. Personal interview is implemented in order to obtained 

specific information which a specific person will be able to answer. For 

example, when studying the work flow of each master data domain such as 

customer master data, vendor master data, product master data etc, I will 

                                                        
[2.1] James Neill , “Qualitative versus Quantitative Research: Key Points in a Classic Debate” 

[2.2] National Statistics, “Data Collection Methodology, optimizing information gathered by surveys” 
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arrange interview with people in charge of the certain master data domain in 

GMDM Department. Telephone Interview is also useful for my research as it 

enables me to gain some external helps regarding to how to determine cost 

factors and whether the “Reference data cost estimator” can also be applied to 

master data from experts within this field such as Malcolm Chisholm who are 

not reachable face to face.   

• Numerical data such as historical storage cost, maintenance cost, master data 

volume and etc will be collected either from SAP system or internal reports of 

Ericsson.  

2.1.2.2  Data Mining and statistical analysis  

Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the process 

of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful 

information - information that can be used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both[2.3]. 

Technically, data Mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns among 

dozens of fields in large relational databases and it is within the field of statistical 

analysis. Statistical theories and software which allows users to analyze data from 

many different dimensions or angles, categorize it, and summarize the relationship 

identified can be applied to data mining. Data mining and statistical analysis is also 

required in this report in order to find out the model for calculating total cost of 

keeping a master data as well as the relationship between master data volume and cost 

based on all the numerical data collected. A theoretical introduction of the statistical 

method that I am going to use in the rest of the report is provided in Chapter Three.  

2.2  Validity, Reliability and source criticism  

2.2.1  Validity and Reliability   

When determining the impact of our research result, two major concepts need to be 

taken into consideration: validity and reliability. Validity entails the question: 

“Whether your measurement, assessment and project actually measure what you 

                                                        
[2.3] Jason Frand: Date Mining: What is data mining   
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intend to measure?”[2.4] while the Reliability asks whether repeated measurements or 

assessment provide a consistent result given the same initial circumstances.  

Validity has two essential parts: Internal Validity and External Validity [2.5]. Internal 

validity encompasses whether the results of the study (e.g. mean difference between 

treatment and control groups) are legitimate because of the way the groups were 

selected, data was recorded or analysis was performed. However, it becomes 

extraordinarily hard to realize the internal validity when the investigation and data 

collection is done with help of other people. The subjective of these people may 

influence the final result of our research. In order to minimize the affect of people’s 

subjectivity, I will try to gather opinion from different people on a same question so as 

to find out the most correct one by comparing answers.  External validity, on the 

other hand, involve whether the result of our study can be transferred to other group. 

In order to realize the external validity, I will not only take the practical situation of 

GMDM Ericsson into account but also take some effort to investigate other entities 

which apply other ERP solutions than SAP. Reliability refers to the consistency of 

measurement; therefore, it is fundamental to choose appropriate measurements or 

assertions in order to avoid mistakes. Furthermore, accurate collection of data and 

suitable choice of data mining methods is of great importance to realize reliability. For 

example, as the reliability of an interview depends strongly on the interviewee’s 

interpretation and understanding of the question being asked, I will standardize the 

interview method and use the most appropriate manner of formulating questions in 

order to improve the reliability of the data gained from an interview. 

2.2.2  Source criticism     

"Source criticism" — in a broad meaning of that term — is the interdisciplinary study 

of how information sources are evaluated for given tasks. In this project, source refers 

to any document, person, speeches used in order to obtain knowledge regarding to 

master data, and therefore, accomplish the research goals. It is crucial to evaluate 

                                                        
[2.4] Chris Handley, Validity and Reliability in Research 

[2.5] Chris Handley, Validity and Reliability in Research   
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whether a given information source is valid, reliable or relevant before using the 

information for the research.  Assessment of the reliability of a source will be done 

in the following steps: 

• Determine whether the source is relevant. Ask whether the source will help 

accomplish my purposes of this research. Relevant sources include both 

academic and practical literatures within the field of SAP and MDM. 

Information obtained from personnel within GMDM department and IT 

Department of Ericsson as well as master data experts are considered as 

relevant sources.  

• Determine whether the source provides evidence and use it appropriately. Ask 

whether enough evidence of the right kind is offered? Ask whether evidence is 

used fairly, whether it is convincing, and whether its source is provided.  

• Learn about the author or provider of the source. Ask whether the author or 

provider is knowledgeable. Look into their background is necessary to find out 

their affiliation with study of master data.  

• Consider the timeliness of the source. For example, when searching for 

articles related to MDM, I will refer to those most updated ones.  
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Chapter 3      Relevant theories of statistical analysis      

This chapter aims at giving a preparatory introduction of the mathematical theories 

and methods that will be used to analyze the data and establish the model in this 

report.  

3.1 Probability Sampling   

A probability sampling method is any method of sampling that utilizes some form of 

random selection[3.1]. It is applied to yield knowledge of the whole population by 

selecting individual observations. In our case, the probability sampling is performed 

in order to find out the average number of operations per record per quarter as the 

whole population is too big to study.  

3.1.1   Selection of Sampling Method 

Probability sampling can be performed by several diversified methods with the most 

common-used ones such as simple probability sampling where we select a group of 

subjects (a sample) for study from a larger group (a population), stratified sampling 

where we group member of population into relatively homogenous subgroups before 

sampling, cluster sampling the total population is divided into these groups (or 

clusters) and a sample of the groups is selected. The best sampling method is the one 

that most effectively meets the particular goals of the study in question. The 

effectiveness of a sampling method depends on many factors. Because these factors 

interact in complex ways, the "best" sampling method is seldom obvious. Usually, we 

use the following strategy to identify the best sampling method[3.2]. 

• List the research goals (usually some combination of accuracy, precision, 

and/or cost).  

                                                        
[3.1] Sa’idu Sulaiman: “Occasional Sampling in Research” 

[3.2] Statistics Tutorial: How to Choose the Best Sampling Method 
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• Identify potential sampling methods that might effectively achieve those 

goals.  

• Test the ability of each method to achieve each goal.  

• Choose the method that does the best job of achieving the goals.  

3.1.2   Definition & Notation  

U  =  { }1, 2, , NY Y Y���  :  Index set of finite population  

S  =   { }1, 2, , ny y y��� :  Random selected subsets of U 

1

1 n

i

i

y y
n =

= ∑ :  Sample mean  

1

1 N

i

i

Y Y
N =

= ∑ :  Population mean  

K = possible sample sets of size n 

yσ  = Standard deviation of the sample mean y  

σ  = Standard deviation of population mean Y  

ySE = Standard error of sample mean y  

A confidence interval =   A statistical range with a specified probability that a given    

parameter lies within the range. 

The level of confidence =  The expected proportion of intervals that will contain the 

parameter if a large number of different samples are 

obtained which is denoted as (1- α) × 100% 
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3.1.3   Estimate population mean  

There are two ways to estimate the population mean by the sample mean: point 

estimate and interval estimate: 

Definition 1 (Point Estimate)
[3.3]: A point estimate is the value of a statistic that 

estimates the value of a parameter  

For example:   

Parameter Point Estimate 

Y  y  

σ  yσ  

However, in practical situation, the sample mean can not be exactly the same as the 

population mean, we always have to ask how close are these two values, this brings 

up the notion of margin of error, confidence interval and level of confidence, with 

which we can estimate our unknown parameters within an interval.   

Definition 2 (Interval Estimate)
[3.4] 

:   An Interval Estimate is an interval within 

which the true value of a parameter of a population is stated to lie with a 

predetermined probability on the basis of a sampling statistics  

If the sampling method is simple random sampling and the sampling distribution is 

normally distributed, on the other word, it applies to the central limited theorem stated 

below:  

Theorem 1 (Central Limit Theorem)
[3.5]   Let Y1, Y2, Y3, ... Yn be a sequence of n 

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d) random variables each having finite 

values of expectation µ and variance σ2 > 0. The central limit theorem states that as 

                                                        
[3.3] J. Robert Buchanan: Millersville University 

[3.4] Statistics Turotial:http://stattrek.com/Lesson6/SamplingMethod.aspx 

[3.5] Charles Annis P.E: Statistical Engineering  
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the sample size n increases, the distribution of the sample average of these random 

variables approaches the normal distribution with a mean µ and variance σ2 / n 

irrespective of the shape of the original distribution. 

A sample size of 100 or more elements is generally considered sufficient to permit 

using the CLT.      

A confidence interval can also be thought of as a single observation of a random 

interval, calculated from a random sample by a given procedure, such that the 

probability that the interval contains θ is α%. For example, if X1, X2,..., Xn is a 

random sample from a normal distribution with unknown mean y  and known 

population standard deviation σ,  

(1 ) (1 )
2 2

( ) 1P Z Y y Z
n n

α α

σ σ
α

− −
− < − < = −  

So                                

(1 ) (1 )
2 2

( ) 1P y Z Y y Z
n n

α α

σ σ
α

− −
− < < + = −  

where 
(1 )

2

Z
n

α

σ
−

 is the margin of error using Z score, 

If the population standard deviation σ is unknown, the margin of error should be 

calculated by 1(1 )
2

nt
α

− −  
ySE

n
 .  

Therefore, the interval estimate of population mean is  

( 
(1 )

2

y Z
n

α

σ
−

− , 
(1 )

2

y Z
n

α

σ
−

+  ) if σ is known;                       (3.1.3-1) 

or  [ y  - 1(1 )
2

nt
α

− − ,   y  + 1(1 )
2

nt
α

− − ]  if  σ is unknown.          (3.1.3-2)                                      
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3.1.4   Determination of sampling size  

Under given acceptable error E and confidence level α, we have  

P  { } 1y Y E α− ≤ = −  

E = 
2

( )V y
Z

n
α � ,       

Where ( )V y = ( 1 /2Z α− )
2
 

21
(1 )

n
S

n N
− , S

2
=

2

1

1
( )

N

i

i

Y Y
N =

−∑     

⇒   E
2
=

2 2

1 /2

1
( ) 1

n
Z S

n N
α−

 
− 

 
                                           (3.1.3-3)       

⇒   n = 

2 2

1 /2

2 2 2

1 /2

( )

1
( )

Z S

E Z S
N

α

α

−

−+

                                            (3.1.3-4)        

If N is large enough, the formula can approximately be  

2 2

1 /2

2

( )Z S
n

E
α−≈                                                         (3.1.3-5)        

For stratified sampling, the sample size of every stratum is decided by the following 

equation, which is called the equation for Neyman Allocation                         

nh = n * (Nh * σh ) / [ Σ ( Ni * σi ) ]                                      (3.1.3-6)        

where nh is the sample size for stratum h, n is total sample size, Nh is the population 

size for stratum h, and σh is the standard deviation of stratum h. 

3.2 Regression Analysis    

Regression analysis is a statistical tool for the investigation of relationships between 

variables. Usually, the investigator seeks to ascertain the causal effect of one variable 

upon another. Here, it is applied to investigate the effect of master data volume upon 

total cost connected to master data.  
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3.2.1 The simple linear model  

This model represents the dependent variable, yi, as a linear function of one 

independent variable, xi, subject to a random ‘disturbance’ or ‘error’, ui.  

yi  = β0 + β1 xi + ui                                               (3.2.1-1)                                        

Assumption for the error term ui
[3.6]

 : 

• Mean value equals to zero  

• Constant variance  

• Uncorrelated with itself across observations (E(ui uj)=0, ∀ `i j≠ ) 

The task of estimation is to determine regression coefficients 0β̂ and 1β̂  , estimates 

of the unknown parameters β0 and β1 respectively. The estimated equation has the 

following form  

iŷ   = 0β̂ + 1β̂  xi                                              (3.2.1-2)                                 

The estimated error or residual associated with each pair of data values as  

ˆ
iu = yi - iŷ  = yi – ( 0β̂ + 1β̂  xi )                                   (3.2.1-3) 

Note that we are using a different symbol for this estimated error ˆ
iu  as opposed to 

the ‘true’ disturbance or error tem defined above (ui). These two will coincide only if  

0β̂  and 1β̂   happen to be exact estimates of the regression parameters β0 and β1. 

(1)    Ordinary Least Squares (OLS)  

The basic technique for determining the coefficients 0β̂   and  1β̂   is OLS: values 

for 0β̂  and 1β̂   are chosen so as to minimize the sum of the squared residuals 

(SSR).  

SSR = 2ˆ
iu∑ = 2

i
ˆ( y )iy −∑ = 2

0 1 i
ˆ ˆ(  x )   iy β β− −∑                     (3.1.2-4)           

The minimization of SSR is a calculus exercise: find the partial derivatives of SSR 

with respect to both 0β̂  and 1β̂  and set them equal to zero 

                                                        

[3.6] Allan O. Sykes, An Introduction to Regression Analysis 
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0 0 1 i
ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 2 (  x )   0iSSR yβ β β∂ ∂ = − − − =∑                               (3.1.2-5)       

1 i 0 1 i
ˆ ˆ ˆ/ 2 x (  x )  0iSSR yβ β β∂ ∂ = − − − =∑                              (3.1.2-6) 

Equation (3.1.2-5) implies that  

0 1
ˆ ˆ 0i iy n xβ β− − =∑ ∑                                             

⇒ 0 1
ˆ ˆy xβ β= −                                                 (3.1.2-7)                                  

While equation (3.1.2-6) implies that  

2

1
ˆ ( ) 0i i i i ix y y x x x xβ− − − =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑                              (3.1.2-8)             

 We can now substitute for 0β̂  in equation (8) by using equation (7). This yields 

2

1 1
ˆ ˆ( ) 0i i i ix y y x x xβ β− − − =∑ ∑ ∑  

⇒ 2

1
ˆ ( ) 0i i i i ix y y x x x xβ− − − =∑ ∑ ∑ ∑  

⇒  

2

2

ˆ

( )ix x

σ

−∑
                                                     (3.1.2-9)     

⇒  1β̂ = y -
2

i i i

i i

x y y x

x x x

−

−

∑ ∑
∑ ∑

x                                           (3.1.2-10) 

 

(2)    Confidence intervals for regression coefficients  

Confidence interval provides a means of quantifying the uncertainty produced by 

sampling error.  Suppose we come up with a slope estimate of 
1β̂  =0.9 by using 

OLS technique and provided that our sample size is reasonably large, the 95% 

confidence interval for β1  

 
1β̂   ±   2 se (

1β̂ )                                             (3.1.2-11)                

 Where se (
1β̂ ) = 

2

2

ˆ

( )ix x

σ

−∑
                                  (3.1.2-12)                                         

If the interval straddles zero, then we can not be confident (at 95% level) that there 

exists a positive relationship.  
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3.2.2 Significance Test for model  

OLS technique ensures that we find the values of  0β̂  and  1β̂  which fit the sample 

data best, but we also need to test if the estimated parameters correspond exactly with 

the unknown parameters β0 and β1. Therefore, we need to assess the adequacy of the 

‘fitted’ equation. Therefore, alongside the estimated regression coefficient, we should 

perform the following steps too.  

• Examine the sum of squared residuals (SSR) by equation (4), obviously, the 

magnitude of SSR will depend in part on the number of data points in the 

sample, to allow for this, we can divide though by the ‘degree of freedom’, 

which is the number of data points minus the number of parameters to be 

estimated, for a simple regression, d.f = n-2.   

• Calculate the regression standard error (σ̂ ) by the following expression 

   σ̂ =
.

SSR

d f
                                              (3.1.2-13)                

   The standard error gives us a first handle on how well the fitted equation fits 

the sample data. But what is a ‘big’ error and what is a ‘small’ one depends on 

the context. It is sensitive to the units of measurements of the dependent 

variable.  

• Find out adjusted or unadjusted R2 value by the formula below: 

      2

2
R 1 1

( )i

SSR SSR

y y SST
= − ≡ −

−∑
                              (3.1.2-14)                

      Where SST = 2( )iy y−∑                                                                                         

Therefore, 0 ≤ R2 ≤ 1, where R2= 1 indicates all data points happen to lie 

exactly along a straight line and R2= 0 means that ix  is absolutely useless as 

a predictor for yi. 

However, when we add an additional variable to a regression equation, there is 

no way it can raise the SSR, and in fact, it is likely to lower the SSR somewhat 

even if the added variable is not very relevant. Lowering SSR means lowering 
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R2. Therefore, and alternative calculation, the adjusted R-squared or 

R -squared attaches a small penalty to adding more variables:                                    

2 2/ ( 1) 1
1 1 (1 )

( 1) 1

SSR n k n
R R

SST n n k

− − −
= − = − −

− − −
                  (3.1.2-15)                                       

Where k+1 represents the number of parameters being estimated. 

•   t-test.  

If H0 establishes, T = 11

1

ˆˆ
( 2)

ˆ ˆ( )

xxS
t n

sd

ββ

σβ
= −� ,                 (3.1.2-16) 

with pre-defined significance level a, H0 is rejected if │ T│ ≥ /2 ( 2)t nα − ;  

•   F-test 

If H0 establishes, F =  
2

1

2

ˆ
(1, 2)

ˆ
xxS

F n
β

σ
−� ,                      (3.1.2-17) 

with pre-defined significance level a, H0 is rejected if │ F│≥ (1, 2)F nα −  

•    R-test  

If H0 establishes, R = ( 2)
xy

xx yy

S
r n

S S
−� ,                       (3.1.2-18) 

with pre-defined significance level a, H0 is rejected if │ R│≥ ( 2)r nα − ,  

3.2.3 Regression Diagnostics 

Our faith of the regression model depends on coping successfully with common 

problems such as outliers, non-normality, heteroscedasticity nonlinearity and 

multicollinearity,. Regression diagnostics is made for uncovering these problems.  

3.2.3.1  Influence Diagnostics   

There are several stats which help us to find out the data points which have 

abnormally big influence on the regression model. They are DFFITS standard 
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developed by Belsley, Kuh and Welsch (1980), Cooks distance statistics developed by 

Cook (1977) and Hat values developed by Hoaglin and Welsch (1978),  

(1)  Hat matrix, H, relates the fitted values to the observed values. It describes the 

influence each observed value has on each fitted value. The diagonal elements of the 

hat matrix are the leverages, which describe the influence each observed value has on 

the fitted value for that same observation. For linear models, the hat matrix  

H = X (X'X)-1 X'                                              (3.1.3-1) 

The hat matrix diagonal variable contains the diagonal elements of the hat matrix  

hi = xi (X'X)-1 xi'                                               (3.1.3-2) 

Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (1980) propose a cutoff of 2 p/ n for the diagonal elements 

of the hat matrix, where n is the number of observations used to fit the model, and p is 

the number of parameters in the model. Observations with hi values above this cutoff 

should be investigated [3.7]. 

(2)  DFFITS is a diagnostic meant to show how influential a point is in a statistical 

regression. It is defined as the change ("DFFIT"), in the predicted value for a point, 

obtained when that point is left out of the regression, "Studentized" by dividing by the 

estimated standard deviation of the fit at that point:  

                                        (3.1.3-3) 

where and are the prediction for point i with and without point i included in 

the regression, s(i) is the standard error estimated without the point in question, and hii 

is the leverage for the point.Those points with DFFITS greater than .2( p/ n)
1/2 needs 

to be investigated[3.8] .  

                                                        
[3.7] Hoaglin, David C. (David Caster), Welsch, Roy E.: The hat matrix in regression and anova 

[3.8] Belsley, David A.; Edwin Kuh, Roy E. Welsch : Regression diagnostics : identifying influential data and sources of 

collinearity. 
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(3)   Cook Distance: Cook's distance measures the effect of deleting a given 

observation. Data points with large residuals (outliers) and/or high leverage may 

distort the outcome and accuracy of a regression. Points with a Cook's distance of 1 or 

more are considered to merit closer examination in the analysis[3.9]. 

                             (3.1.3-4) 

The following is an algebraically equivalent expression 

                           (3.1.3-5) 

Where:   

is the prediction from the full regression model for observation j;  

is the prediction for observation j from a refitted regression model in which 

observation i has been omitted;  

is the i-th diagonal element of the hat matrix ;  

is the crude residual (i.e. the difference between the observed value and the value 

fitted by the proposed model);  

MSE is the mean square error of the regression model and p is the number of fitted 

parameters in the model.  

p is the number of parameters in the model  

3.2.3.2   Residual Diagnostics  

Estimating the parameters of linear regression model by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) 

is based on the assumption that residuals are characterized with independence, 

normality and equal variance. Therefore, we need to check whether the residuals 

satisfy with these assumptions.  

                                                        
[3.9] Cook, R. Dennis: "Influential Observations in Linear Regression". 
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(1)    Normality Test:  The residuals should be normally distributed. This can be 

examined by plotting a histogram of the residuals. It can be tested by making a normal 

probability plot in which the normal scores of the residuals are plotted against the 

residual value. Straight line indicates normal distribution.  

(2)  Heteroscedasticity Test:  Heteroscedasticity of residuals can be check 

preliminary by observing the following the “standard residual scatter diagram” and 

the “residual vs X scatter diagram”. Generally speaking, heteroscedasticity hypothesis 

can be rejected if the points in these two diagrams. basically spead in a “Belt Area” 

Park-Gleiser Test and White Test can be applied to find further proof of 

heteroscedasticity. Details are omitted here.  

(3)  Independence Test:  Durbin-Watson Test can be used to test the independence 

of residuals, if D is close to 2, it can be concluded that the residuals are independent.  

3.3 Time Series Modeling 

Time series modeling aims to construct a mathematical model which can describe the 

pattern of the variables of our interest in a most precise way, thereby give a reasonable 

prediction on the value in future based on a set of observations at a specific time t in 

history. Here, specifically, this technique can be applied to the growth of master data 

volume. Note that the time series discussed in this section only refers to discrete time 

series which is defined as one in which the set T of times at which observations are 

made is a discrete set, in other word, when observations are made in a fixed time 

intervals 

3.3.1  Definition and Notations 

Def 1: A time series model for the observed data {xt} is a specification of the joint 

distributions (or possibly only the means and covariances) of a sequence of 

random variables {Xt } of which {xt} is postulated to be a realization. 

Def 2: A Weak Stationary Time Series {Xt; t=1,... } is defined by the condition that 

its statistical   properties do not depend on time t. A time series may be 

stationary in respect to one characteristic, e.g. the mean, but not stationary in 
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respect to another, e.g. the variance; 

      A Strict Stationary Time Series {Xt; t=1,... } is defined by the condition 

that(X1, . . . , Xn) and (X1+h, . . . , Xn+h) have the same joint distributions for all 

integers h and n > 0 

Remark:  The term stationary used in the following text refers to weak stationary  

 

Def 3:    Let {Xt } be a stationary time series.  

The Autocovariance function (ACVF) of {Xt } at lag h is  ( ) cov( , )X h t t hX Xγ +=  

The autocorrelation function (ACF) of {Xt} at lag h is ρX(h) ≡ 
( )

(0)

( , )
X h

t t h

X

cor X X
γ

γ
+=  

Def 4:    Let x1, . . . , xn be observations of a time series.  

The sample mean of x1, . . . , xn is 
1

1 n

t

t

x x
n =

= ∑  

The Sample Autocovariance function is 
h

1

h
1

ˆ( ) : ( )( )
n

tt
t

h n x x x xγ
−

−

+
=

= − −∑ , -n<h <n 

The Sample autocorrelation function is, 
ˆ( )

ˆ
ˆ(0)

hγ
ρ

γ
=        −n < h < n. 

3.3.2  Modeling methods  

Give time series {Xt, t = 1, 2,…….}, the following procedure should be performed in 

order to obtain a proper time series model[3.10]:   

• Plot the time series to examine the main features in the graph, particularly to 

check whether there is a trend, a seasonal component, any apparent sharp 

changes in behavior and any outlaying observations;  

• Remove the trend and seasonal component if there is any to obtain a 

stationary time series which is referred to as residuals, methods will be present 

in the following section;  

• Choose a model to fit the residual time series by making use of various sample 

statistics such as the sample autocorrelation etc;  

                                                        
[3.10] 

[3.10] Peter J. Brockwell & Richard A. Davis:  “Introduction to Time series and Forecasting”  
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• The final model is composed by the model of the residual, the trend 

component and seasonal component.  Forecasting will be achieved by 

forecasting the residuals and then inverting the transformations such as 

detrend and deseasonalization at forecasts of the original series {Xt } 

3.3.3  Estimate trend and seasonal component  

The probability theory of time series is made upon the stationary one, therefore, it is 

important to removing the trend and seasonal component, if there is any, to convert 

the original time series into a stationary time series. The classical decomposition 

model of a time series {Xt} is  

Xt = mt + st + Yt                                                                        (3.3.3-1)                                         

Where mt is trend component, st is seasonal component; Yt is a random noise 

component  

(1)   Estimate and eliminate trend with absence of seasonal component  

In this case   Xt = mt + Yt   mt  can be estimated by  

a)   Smoothing by Finite moving average filter  

 Let q be a non-negative integer, the two sided moving average of the time series Xt  

defined by (1)  as  
1

2 1

q

t t j

t q

W X
q

−
=−

=
+
∑ , then  assuming that mt is approximately 

linear over interval  [ ],t q t q− +   and the average of error terms over this time 

interval is closed to zero  

1 1(2 1) (2 1)
q q

t t j t j t

j q j q

W q m q Y m− −

− −
= − = −

= + + + ≈∑ ∑       1q t n q+ ≤ ≤ −      (3.3.3-2)            

Thus,   ˆ
tm =  

1

2 1

q

t j

t q

X
q

−
=−+
∑                                     (3.3.3-3)                 

A large q can not only attenuate the noise as 1(2 1)q −+  
q

j q

q

Y −
−

∑ converges to zero as q 

becomes larger and larger but will at the same time allow linear trend function mt = 

c1+c2t  to pass without distortion. However, if we choose q to be too large, the 
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filtered process, although smooth will not be a good estimate of mt since mt is 

possible to be non-linear. The Spencer 15-point moving average with weight as 

0 1 7[a , a , . . . , a ]  = 1/320 [74, 67, 46, 21, 3, -5, -6, -3] 

b)  Exponential Smoothing 

For any fixed α ∈  [0,1], the one-sided moving average ˆ
tm , t = 1, 2,….. can be 

defined by ˆ
tm = αXt + (1- α) 1

ˆ
tm−  and 1m̂ = X1, by recursion,  

                                           
2

1

1

0

ˆ (1 ) (1 )
t

j t

t t j

j

m X Xα α α
−

−

−
=

= − + −∑                                 (3.3.3-4)  

(c)   Trend elimination by Differencing  

The trend term can be directly removed by method of differencing, define a lag-1 

differencing as  

1 (1 )t t t tX X X B X−∇ = − = −                                        (3.3.3-5)  

Where ∇  is the lag-1 difference operator 

       B is the backward shift operator 

It can be proved that the linear trend can be eliminated by applying the lag-1 

difference operator ∇  and the degree-k polynomial trend can be eliminated by the 

applying the k-degree difference operator k∇ . 

Proof:   Let the time series Xt = mt + Yt , where mt  is adaptive to a linear trend 

function  

   mt = 0 1c c t+           

0 1 0 1 1( ( 1))t t t t tX m Y c c t c c t Y c Y⇒∇ = ∇ + ∇ = + − + − + ∇ = + ∇ ,    

  Similarly, if mt = 
0

k
j

j

j

c t
=

∑  , !k k k k

t t t k tX m Y k c Y⇒∇ = ∇ + ∇ = + ∇  

There is no trend term in the differenced time series.   �  

(2)    Estimation and elimination of both trend and seasonal component  

In this case Xt = mt + st + Yt.  Both moving average filter and method of differencing 

are applicable to eliminate the seasonality.  

a)  Moving average filter  
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First estimate the trend term by  

1 1
ˆ (0.5 0.5 ) / ,t t q t q t q t qm x x x x d− − + + − += + + ⋅⋅⋅+ +   q<t ≤ n-q               (3.3.3-6) 

if the period d is even or simply use the moving average describe in (5) if d is odd.  

Then, estimate the seasonal component by     

1

1

ˆ , 1, ,
d

k k i

i

s w d w k d−

=

= − = ⋅⋅⋅∑                                     (3.3.3-7)                                         

Where  ˆ
k k jd k jdw x m+ += −   , q < k+jd ≤ n-q  and ˆ ˆ

k k ds s −=  

The deseaonalized time series is defined as dt = Xt - t̂s  

Finally, re-estimate the trend by the any of the method described in the previous 

section and obtain the residual time series which is stationary.  

b)   Method of differencing  

It is also possible to use the method of differencing by introduce the lag-d 

differencing operator d∇  which is defined as  

d∇ Xt = (1 )d

t t d tX X B X−− = −                                     (3.3.3-8)  

Where d represents the seasonality of period d.  

Thereby, we obtain the d∇ Xt  = t t d t t dm m Y Y− −− + −                   (3.3.3-9)                                          

Then, the trend term of this d∇ Xt  can be removed by applying a power of ∇ as 

described in the previous section  

 (3)    Testing of the estimated noise sequence { ˆ
tY , t =1,2,….n}  

Some testing should be performed in order to examine whether the noise sequence 

found by the method described above has no apparent deviation from stationary, and 

no apparent trend and seasonality.   

a)   Sample autocorrelation function test 

Formula for calculating the sample autocorrelation function (ACF) is given by  

1

2

1

( )( )

( )

( )

n h

t t h

t

n

t

t

x x x x

x x

hρ

−

+

=

=

− −

−

∑
=

∑                

For a stationary time series, ( )hρ ≈ 0 ∀ h>0 if n is large, in fact, the autocorrelations 

of a stationary time series is approximately adaptive to N (0,1/N), therefore, If 5% of 

(3.3.3-10) 
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the sample autocorrelation is outside the boundary 1 .9 6 / n± , we reject the 

hypothesis that ˆ
tY  is stationary.  

b) Portmanteau test  

Portmanteau test is used to test whether any of a group of autocorrelations of a time 

series is different from zero, it includes Ljung-Box test and Box- piece test[3.11]..  

The Ljung-Box test statistics is calculated as  

2

1

( 2) ( ) / ( )
s

k

Q n n k n kρ
=

= + −∑                                      (3.3.3-11)     

The Box-pierce test statistics is calculated as 2

1

( )
s

k

Q n hρ
=

= ∑             (3.3.3-12)     

Ljung-Box test is better than Box-pierce test as it also applicable to the small sample 

size.  

A large value of Q suggests that the sample autocorrelations of data are too large for 

the data to be a sample from an iid sequence, therefore, we reject the hypothesis that  

ˆ
tY  is stationary at level α if  Q > 2

1 ( )hαχ −  , where 2

1 ( )hαχ −  is the 1-α quantile of 

the chi-squared distribution with h degree of freedom  

Although there are various types of tests for stationary of a time series, observing the 

ACF graphs is the most intuitive and simple way. 

3.3.4  Fitting a suitable model  

After the trend component and the seasonal component are successfully eliminated 

from the original time series, the residual sequence Yt is considered to be a stationary 

time series which can be fitted with Moving average model, autoregressive model or 

ARMA model.  

1)  Type of models  

{Xt} is a MA (q) process if    

Xt = 1 1 ...t t q t qZ Z Zθ θ− −+ + +                                       (3.3.3-13)     

                                                        
[3.11] ( Enders, W., "Applied econometric time series", John Wiley & Sons, 1995, p. 86-87) 
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Where 2(0, )tZ WN σ�  and 1θ ,….. qθ are constants (parameters ) to be estimated.   

E(Xt)= 0;  VAR(Xt)=
2

1

q

z i

i

σ θ
=

∑ ;  

( ) cov( , )t t hh X Xγ +=   

     0        h>1  

     =     
2

0

q h

z i i h

i

σ θ θ
−

+
=

∑   h=0,1,…..q    

             ( )hγ −      h<0              

                                                                                                                                    

ACF of MA(q) process is given by  

              1                       h=0  

   ( )hρ =     
2

0 0

/
q h q

i i h i

i i

θ θ θ
−

+
= =

∑ ∑          h=1,….q                                                                  

( )hρ −                  h < 0 

 

{Xt} is a AR (p) process if   

Xt = 0ϕ +  1 1 ...t p t p tX X Zϕ ϕ− −+ + +                                  (3.3.3-14)     

Where 2(0, )tZ WN σ�  and 0ϕ ,….  pϕ  are constants (parameters ) to be estimated  

E(Xt) = 0;  VAR(Xt) = 2 2/ (1 )zσ ϕ−    

Autocorrelation of AR(p) process if calculating by applying  YULE-WALKER 

equation,  

( )hρ  = 1 ( 1) ( )ph h pϕ ρ ϕ ρ− + + −���       h>0                      (3.3.3-15)     

General solution to this equation is 1 1( ) ` ,
k k

p ph A Aρ π π= + +���            (3.3.3-16)     

Where pπ  are the roots of 1

1 0p p

py yϕ ϕ−− − =���                     (3.3.3-17)                

{Ai} is decided by  
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       (0) 1ρ =  

       ( ) ( )h hρ ρ= −                                           (3.3.3-18)                 

1iA =∑                 

{Yt} is an ARMA (p, q) process if  

Yt  + 1 1 ...t p t pY Yϕ ϕ− −+ + = 1 1 ...t t q t qZ Z Zθ θ− −+ + +                     (3.3.3-19)      

The algorithm for ACF of ARMA (p,q) is too complicated to calculated manually, 

however, it is realizable via statistical software.  

2) Identification  

The major tools used in the identification phase are plots of the series, correlograms 

of auto correlation (ACF), and partial autocorrelation (PACF). The decision is not 

straightforward and in less typical cases requires not only experience but also a good 

deal of experimentation with alternative models (as well as the technical parameters 

of ARIMA). However, a majority of empirical time series patterns can be sufficiently 

approximated using one of the 5 basic models that can be identified based on the 

shape of the autocorrelogram (ACF) and partial auto correlogram (PACF). The 

following brief summary is based on practical recommendations of Pankratz (1983); 

Also, note that since the number of parameters (to be estimated) of each kind is 

almost never greater than 2, it is often practical to try alternative models on the same 

data.  

Model  ACF PACF 

AR(1) Exponential decay Spike at lag 1, no correlation for 

other lags  

AR(2)  A sine-wave shape pattern or a set of 

exponential decays;  

Spikes at lag 1 and 2, no correlation 

for other lags  

MA(1)  Spikes at lag 1, no correlation for other lags;  Damps out exponentially  

MA(2)  Spikes at lag 1 and 2, no correlation for other 

lags 

a sine-wave shape pattern or a set of 

exponential decays 

ARMA(1,1)  ACF - exponential decay starting at lag 1 Exponential decay starting at lag 1. 

Table 3-1  How to identify ARIMA model by examining ACF and PACF diagram[3.12]  

                                                        
[3.12]  ZhengLong Wang & Yonghong Hu (2006) , Applied Time Series Analysis 
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3) Criterion of deciding the orders  

The correct model will minimize the Akaike Information Criterion and Bayesian 

Information Criterion[3.13],  

AIC(
ˆ

β
r

) = −2 lnL(
ˆ

β
r

, S(
ˆ

β
r

)/T) + 2(p + q + 1)                       (3.3.3-20)      

BIC(
ˆ

β
r

) = −2 lnL(
ˆ

β
r

, S(
ˆ

β
r

)/T) + 2(p + q + 1)Ln T                     (3.3.3-21)      

Where 
ˆ

β
r

 is the ARMA coefficient presented in a (p+q) vector form and L is the Gaussian 

likehood function.  

4)   Diagnose of the model  

A final test can be done on the residuals of the ARMA estimation. If the specified 

model is correct they should be completely uncorrelated so that they don’t contain any 

information about the process; hence they must be a white noise. Given the residuals t 

we compute easily their sample ACF (ˆρ(k)) and from that we can compute: 

Q = T(T + 2)

22

1

ˆ ( )

( )h

h

T h

ρ

= −
∑

22

1

ˆ ( )

( )h

h

T h

ρ

= −
∑                                      (3.3.3-22)        

Under the null hypothesis of an i.i.d. process we have Q ∼ 2

s p qχ − − (α ) , where α is a 

pre-decided confidence level,  hence rejecting this hypothesis implies that at least 

one value of ACF of the residuals from lag 1 to lag s is statistically different from zero; 

this is the Ljung Box Q-test. Note that now we have s−p−q degrees of freedom since 

their number is reduced by the estimated parameters. 

                                                        
[3.11]

 Matteo Barigozzi – “ARIMA estimation: theory and Applications” 
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Chapter 4      Relevant Definitions and Theories  

In this chapter, a preparatory knowledge of general definition of master data, the 

specific definition of that in Ericsson as well as the definition of a master data record 

will be given upon the literature study, empirical study and onsite investigation in 

GMDM Department of Ericsson. Also, some relevant theories found in the literatures 

will be provided as a foundation for my further investigation.  

4.1   Master Data  

4.1.1  What is master data in general?  

For an Enterprise, Master data are synchronized copies of core business entities used 

in traditional or analytical applications across the organization, and subjected to 

enterprise governance policies, along with their associated metadata, attributes, 

definitions, roles, connections and taxonomies[4.1]. This covers all the traditional 

master data sets: customers, products, employees, vendors, parts, policies and 

activities. It is pre – input into the system for the purpose of supporting transactional 

process and operations as well as analytics and reporting. However, it may gives us a 

deeper view of what is master data in nature for an enterprise if we take a look at the 

following taxonomy of data put forward by Malcolm Chisholm, a leading expert of 

MDM.  

 

Graph 4-1   Six layer of data [4.2] 

                                                        
[4.1] David Lohsin: “Defining master data” 

[4.2] Malcolm Chisholm: “what is master data” 

Increasing:  

• Data volume 

• Rate of update 

• Population later in time  

• Shorter life span    

Meta Data 

Reference Data 

Enterprice structure Data 

Transaction structure Data 

Transaction Activity Data 

Transaction Audit Data 

Increasing:  

• Semantic contents 

• Data Quality   

Most relevant to design  

Most relevant to outside world  

Most relevant to business  

Most relevant to technology   
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Combining the qualitative difference of these six layers of data with the general 

definition of master data as persistent and non-transactional data which is typically 

shared by multiple users and groups across an organization and stored on different 

systems, it is concluded that master data is actually the aggregation of reference data, 

Enterprise structure data and Transaction structure Data[ 4.3].  

4.1.2  My study objective: What is considered as master data in Ericsson?  

In Ericsson, Master data is defined as static data for common use across the business 

process and supporting applications and it is divided into several domains such as 

customer, vendor, bank, product, price& cost, contract, person, organization and 

finance. GMDM is holding a global responsibility for Product, cost & Price master 

data(Material master data), finance master data, customer master data, and 

vendor/Bank master data[4.4]. Reference data is considered as a separate area which is 

maintained and controlled by IT[4.5]. Also, Employee master data is within 

responsibility of HR. The following graph explains the application of data hierarchy 

developed by Malcolm Chisholm in Ericsson.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 4-2 Data Structure in Ericsson  

Vendor, Customer, Material and Finance Master Data are within my study scope.  

                                                        
[ 4.3] Malcolm Chisholm: “what is master data 

[4.4] Lena Larson:  “Description of central maintained master data”( Ericsson internal) 

[4.5] Per Mårdskog: consultant of GMDM
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4.1.3  What is a master data record in Ericsson?   

“A master data record” in Ericsson is defined according to how master data is 

structured in SAP system, generally speaking, a master data can include several 

records as it can be extended to some further levels on which the master data is split 

into certain amount of records with unique information on this level and sharing the 

same information on the higher levels. Therefore, the definition for a maser data 

record here differs among different domains if we take a look at its structure in SAP: 

• Vendor & Customer Master Data  

 

 

Graph 4-3     Example of vendor master data structure [4.6] 

 

 

                                                        
[4.6] Ericsson Internal Presentation: Customer/Vendor/Bank Implement 

 

Company Code level 

 CoCode  XXX1 

Account info, payment data 

General Level  

Company 

Code Level  

Company A 

Local Id XXXXXXXX 

Eg. Address, Control data (VAT, Tax code, 

DUNS etc), Bank details 

Company Code level 

 CoCode  XXX2 

Account info, payment data 
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Level  

Purchasing Org level  

& Partner functions 

Purch org xx11 

Purchasing data  

Partner functions  

Purchasing Org level  

& Partner functions 

Purch org xx12 

Purchasing data  

Partner functions  

Purchasing Org level  

& Partner functions 

Purch org xx21 

Purchasing data  

Partner functions  

 

Purchasing Org level  

& Partner functions 

Purch org xx22 

Purchasing data  

Partner functions 
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Graph 4-4     Example of customer master data structure [4.7] 

Therefore, for this vendor Company A, there are totally four Records, because this 

company is linked with four distinct purchasing organizations with distinct purchasing 

data and partner functions. Similarly, for customer Company B, there are two master 

data records with unique into on the sales organization level.  

• Material master data  

 

Graph 4-5     Example of Material master data structure [4.8] 

Each material master will be extended to several distinct sales organizations and 

                                                        
[4.7] Ericsson Internal Presentation:  Customer/Vendor/Bank Implement 

[4.8] Ericsson Internal Presentation: material master data implementation 

General Level  

MUS CUSTOMER  xxxxxx 
Company B  

Eg. Address, Control data (VAT, Tax code, 
DUNS etc), Marketing 

Company Code level 
CoCode  XXX2 

Payment transaction, Accounting info, 
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Sales Org. 

Level  

Sales Org level 

& Partner functions 
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function, Shipping, 
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CoCode  XXX1 

Payment transaction, Accounting info, 
insurance, correspondence 

Sales Org level 

& Partner functions 

Sales org  xx11 

Sales, Partner 

function, Shipping, 

Billing 

Company 

Code 

Level  
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distinct plants beneath the sales organizations. Therefore, the material ABC0000 has 9 

unique records listed as follow:  

Serial No  Material Master ID   Sales Org  Plant  

1 ABC0000 XXX1 YYY1 

2 ABC0000 XXX1 YYY2 

3 ABC0000 XXX1 YYY3 

4 ABC0000 XXX2 YYY1 

5 ABC0000 XXX2 YYY2 

6 ABC0000 XXX2 YYY3 

7 ABC0000 XXX3 YYY1 

8 ABC0000 XXX3 YYY2 

9 ABC0000 XXX3 YYY3 

Table 4-1    Examples of distinct records within the same material master data 

� Finance master data   

Graph 4-6    Finance master data structure[4.9] 

The above graph presents three major kinds of finance master data to be maintained 

by GMDM: G/L account, Cost center and Profit center. Therefore, a finance master 

data record can refer to a single profit center or a single cost center or a G/L account 

with a unique company code.  

                                                        
[4.9] Ericsson internal presentation: Finance master data implementation 

Controlling Area (1000) 

Cost 

Center 

Profit  

Center 

G/L account master data 
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G/L account 

Company Code Level  

G/L account 

Company Code Level  
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4.2   Some Theories of data cost  

4.2.1  Data Storage Cost   

Data storage cost is a big portion in enterprise’s IT budget[4.10], meanwhile, it is a 

huge concern for Data Storage Management when deciding a proper solution in order 

to provide higher performance and reliability with lower expenses. Thanks to the 

technology innovation, the unit cost of storage hardware per gigabyte decreases 

sharply from $4 in 2006 to about $1.5 in 2009 although the demand for data storage 

increased quickly from about 1000 petabytes to 6000 petabyes in last five years[4.11]. 

Such trend is still predicted to keep in the coming years.  

                              

Graph 4-7   Storage demand vs. Unit cost of storage hardware [4.12] 

However, storage hardware is not the only source of spending, additional Gigabytes 

will be subject to a broad range of operational costs such as data protection, 

                                                        
[4.10] IDC, Mckinsey Analysis

 
[4.11] IDC, Mckinsey Analysis

 
[4.12] IDC, Mckinsey Analysis 
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maintenance, power consumption, migration, information governance etc.[4.13] 

Therefore, all too often, enterprises do not gain the storage benefits they expected 

from purchasing the least-expensive disk technology because disk technology 

comprises only about 30 percent of the total cost of ownership (hereinafter referred to 

as TCO) on average while the elements that make up the other 70 percent are 

commonly overlooked.[4.14] 

Graph 4-8 shows the elements to be considered when analyzing total data storage cost 

as well as how these elements contributes to the total cost. To simplify, these elements 

can be grouped into: Hardware /Software Cost (Including Utilized Hardware Capacity, 

Non-utilized Hardware Capacity, Storage Network, Disaster Recovery, Backup and 

Recovery) and Operation Cost (Labor and contracts, Hardware/Software Maintenance, 

Environmental Cost, Outage Time, Miscellaneous).  

Storage TCO --Typical Profile

22%

12%

8%
20%

9%

9%

8%

5%

5%

2%
Utilized Hardware Capacity 

Non-Utilized Hardware Capacity

Storage Network (SAN)

Labor and Contracts

Disaster Recovery (WAN)

Backup and Recovery

Hardware/Software Maintenance

Environmental Cost 

Outage Time 

Miscellaneous 

Graph 4-8   Storage demand vs. Unit cost of storage hardware[4.15] 

                                                        
[4.13] Intel Reducing storage growth and cost 

[4.14] IDC: whilte paper “ Storage Economics” 

[4.15] Aster nCluster:  Advantage TCO 
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4.2.2  Data maintenance cost  

There have been some relevant researches made for maintenance cost of a general 

data by both the academic world and the business world. These findings shed light on 

how to look at the maintenance cost for master data, which is actually a special kind 

of data. It is a common awareness that maintenance is an indispensable activity which 

involves posting the physical changes or updates to a certain data record in order to 

ensure its timely accuracy [4.16] because outdated information can cause problems to 

the user of the data. Therefore, it is a major category of cost driven by data other than 

storage. Like many other corporate activities, data maintenance cost include more 

than just an hourly labor. They should also include:  

� Employee benefits - Utilities' benefits may be equal to 30 to 50 percent of 

basic salaries. 

� Administration - It is difficult but necessary to calculate the administrative 

functions that go along with data maintenance activities. Someone has to 

manage the process and that management requires constant attention.  

� Equipment - Hardware, software, LAN connections, IT support, and other 

equipment costs must be calculated into the cost evaluation. Cost of 

ownership is a major IT issue for all corporations.  

� Facilities - the costs of office space, energy consumption and other physical 

support for their data maintenance activities. While these may be difficult to 

identify and calculate, the cost of facilities can be important.  

4.3   Brief introduction of an existing model for estimating data cost  

Malcolm Chisholm, the leading expert of MDM developed a model to calculate the 

cost for keeping a reference code table in system. Although reference data is not 

within our study scope, it may give a general idea of how to categorize the cost items 

as it is another part of master data according to his definition. 

The model, so called “Reference Data Cost Estimator”, consists of five cost categories. 

                                                        
[4.16] Jason R. Scarlett “Making a case for data outsourcing maintenance” 
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They are Building Code Table Maintenance in New Systems, Ongoing IT 

Maintenance of Code Table Functionality, Interfacing Code Table Data between 

Systems, Cost of Using Code Tables and Usage Errors with Code Tables. Each 

category is broken down to several detailed cost items which represents the possible 

work to do. When you choose a certain cost item beneath one of the five categories 

mentioned above, we need to ask ourselves whether this cost item is relevant to our 

targeted company. If the answer is yes, then is it a staff cost or non-staff cost. If it is a 

staff cost, we should ask who are the relevant users? Are they SAP users, analysts or 

programmers? After we have identified the users with their previous entered cost 

hourly rate, you enter the number of staff persons and then enter number of workdays 

per person per year, then the system will calculate the annual costs for this cost item. 

If it is a non-staff cost (either hardware cost or software cost), we must enter this 

directly, e.g. input the annual cost of the hardware or the software. Finally we 

aggregate all the cost items up to get the total costs per annual. The idea of this model 

can be concluded by taking a close look at the five major cost categories and the cost 

items of each category in Malcolm Chisholm’s Model which is presented in table 4-2 

 Cost categories Cost items 

Research codes and determine which set of domain values to use 

Model table (Logical and physical attributes. e.g names, attributes)  

Gather or create all domain values(codes) 

Gather or create correct descriptions  

Create physical tables in database for testing  

Determine ownership for reference data  

Create(or determine) policies, procedures, to manage reference 

Design and create menu structure  

Design, program and test data entry facility  

1 Building Code Table 

Maintenance in New 

Systems 

Design, program, and test control reports  

Users or IT staff updates reference data tables  

Fixing bugs in Gui and reports (including testing and change 

Database Administration tasks(including backups)  

2 Ongoing IT 

Maintenance of Code 

Table Functionality 

Updating and testing of disaster recovery (Including 

 Interfacing code tables Determine which reference data tables are possibly equivalent in 
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Determine definition of columns in each pair of equivalents tables 

Determine definitions of equivalent codes and compare granularity 

Determine and compare granularity of individual codes  

Determine if codes are outdated  

Determine if any codes are missing  

Decide how to deal with data coded using incompatible: 

Implement mapping procedures to transfer reference data from 

Implement mapping procedures to transfer transaction reference 

Users need to lean coding schemes  

Users have to relearn coding schemes due to learning extinction  

4 Cost of using code 

tables  

Users have to research individual codes to check their use  

Detection of manifestation of error  

Tracing error to point of origin  

Diagnosis of error  

Assessing impact of the error  

Correcting computerized information affected by error  

Correcting business process problems caused by error  

5 Usage Errors with 

code tables  

Losses, including consequential, resulting from problem  

Table 4-2     Items in Reference Data Cost Estimator [4.16] 

The five major categories represents the five working scenarios that may occur during 

the life cycle of reference data and the cost items within each category show the 

possible processes in order to accomplish each working scenarios. Moreover, the 

model divides the cost items into staff cost and hardware cost and software cost. This 

is a good point to be applied to the calculation of master data cost.  

4.4   Theories of data value 

Assigning monetary value to data is a concept that few businesses seem to be 

embracing, although, even from a cursory examination, it would seem to make a great 

deal of sense to do. We treat everything else in our organizations as assets with 

measurable financial value: inventory, people, property, etc. However, it seems that no 

one has ever tried to calculate a dollar value of a certain database like such as a 

customer or a supplier. 

                                                        
[4.16] http://www.refdataportal.com/rdestimat_e/index.cfm 
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One opinion is that we should consider past, current and future earnings per record in 

the database[4.17]. Most organizations can tell you, with a fair degree of certainty, how 

much revenue they can expect an account to spend with them in the future based on 

past performance. Another more substantial opinion is to consider the output to 

contribution, meaning that we should look at the value of an additional output if the 

data does not exist in the database[4.18].  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
[4.17] Bob Bragdon: “The Value of Data” 

[4.18] Patti Phillips: “ Converting data to Monetary Value”  
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Chapter 5      Total cost per master data record  

In this chapter, models for calculating the cost of keeping a single master data record 

will be derived upon the determination of cost factors   

5.1   Cost Factors for keeping a master data record in Ericsson’s SAP System  

Like many enterprises, Ericsson has a large, rapidly growing volume of master data 

not only because of the business expansion such as development of new product and 

customers but also the ongoing change of organizational structure in SAP system. For 

GMDM, the expansion of the responsibility scope brings it a larger number of master 

data to deal with. By now, the total volume of master data within the control of 

GMDM has already hit millions. This massive size of master data inevitably requires 

a large amount of enterprises resources ranging from human resources, storage space 

etc which means a remarkable amount of spending. Storage cost and maintenance cost 

are two inevitable factors driven by data and also by master data. Another factor I 

found through the onsite investigation in Ericsson is R&D cost:  

� Master Data Storage Cost  

� Master Data Maintenance Cost  

� Research &Development cost  

5.1.1  Master Data Storage Cost  

The situation of storage cost in Ericsson is much simpler than the typical case 

described in Chapter 4, the price for data storage (including hardware and all other 

operational cost) here in Ericsson is calculated based on a fixed amount of $ per GB 

per month (price differs among different storage tires) and the actual consumed GB, 

which is charged by an storage outsourcing company providing all relevant facilities 

and services.   

As Master data storage requires high performance and capacity, high storage tier is 
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applied[5.1]. Therefore, Ericsson is paying P Sek/Month for storing a gigabyte in one 

Site, however, as the data needs to be replicated to another site, the actual price is 

multiplied to 2.2×P Sek/Month/GB (hereinafter refers to as P* Sek/Month/GB). What 

needs to be noticed here is that the GB per month is counted according to the raw 

volume which is showed in Graph 5-1 before the fourth quarter of last year. This is 

considered to be volume inefficiency although it has no big impact on the total price 

because the fixed price per Gigabyte before that is much lower than that at the present 

time.  Now, it is calculated based on the consumed volume (Represented by the dark 

grey columns in Graph 5-1) which is about one third of the raw volume.  

 

Graph 5-1    Storage volume inefficiency [5.2] 

5.1.2  Master Data Maintenance Cost 

Referring to the previous chapter, it has been agreed that data maintenance is an 

indispensable work which will drive cost to the company. Things are the same for 

                                                        
[5.1] Employee 1: IT Manager of Ericsson 

[5.2] Employee 1& Employee 2 : “Storage and Backup” 
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master data although it is comparatively static through its life cycle. It needs to be 

continuously maintained in order to keep a satisfied quality and avoid the business 

process from being interrupted because of the outdated information. Realizing the 

importance of master data maintenance, Ericsson formed a professional team to 

deliver high-quality master data maintenance service so as to enable functioning 

business process and accurate reporting.  

Inspired by the “Reference Data Cost Estimator” which breaks down the cost into 

different working scenarios and working process within each scenario, the 

maintenance cost for master data can be derived upon taking a close look at the 

possible working process too. The workflow chart (Graph 5-2) below provides a more 

intuitive understanding of where does the maintenance cost comes from. 

 

Graph 5-2    Workflow of maintaining a master data record 

To summarize, Data Maintenance Cost in Ericsson includes:  

• Data Maintenance requesting cost  

• Data Creation Cost  

• Data Update/Change Cost  

• Data Quality Check Cost  
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5.1.3  Research &Development cost  

Research &Development cost (hereinafter referred to as R&D cost) for master data is 

an extra category found during the onsite investigation in GMDM Ericsson. Typically 

speaking, Research and development for enterprises are performed to discover new 

knowledge about products, services and processes, and then applying the new 

knowledge to create new and improved products, services and processes to meet with 

the market demands. Here for master data, such efforts are badly needed to improve 

the data quality and provide cost-efficient maintenance in order to meet with the 

demand of data stakeholder and enterprise decision-maker. Therefore, professional 

master data specialists are grouped to make out MDM strategies, decide master data 

maintenance process, analyze the service quality as well as develop tools and 

templates for service delivery to simplify working process and increase the working 

efficiency. Moreover, a series of software are specially purchased for MDM. In 

conclusion, the resources invested in research and development related to master data 

should also be taken into consideration when determining the total cost of keeping 

master data in system and this part of cost is considerably large.  

5.2  Pricing Model 

Upon determining the cost factors, the general model for calculating the average total 

cost per master data record in a specific period of time can be the summation of each 

factor. The sub-models below are built with precondition of the assumption that each 

period in history is a discrete time point and each record is homogeneous. Under this 

assumption, the original historical volume of master data records given at the end of 

each quarter can be adjusted by taking the average of the volume in the end of 

previous period and the volume in the end of present period [V’t = (Vt+Vt-1)/2)]. Here 

we define a period as one quarter.  

5.2.1   Master Data Storage Pricing Formula  

             
TSCt   =   [3P

*
 SEK/GB/Quarter ×  GB ×  [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 
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TSCt ------ Total storage cost per master data record in the tth quarter 

GB ------ Average gigabyte per record  

Vt  ------ Total volume of master data records in the end of the tth quarter  

P
*   ------  Price for storing one Gigabyte per Quarter  

Remark: The price per/GB/Quarter is for storing data in high tier and replicating 

data to both site A and Site B) [5.5] 

5.2.2   Data Maintenance Pricing Model  

Where:   

TMC --- Total quarterly maintenance cost for keeping a record  

N1 --- Average Number of updates/Changes related to a record per quarter 

Hm1 --- Average hours spent on creating a record  

Hm2 --- Average hours spent on updates/Changes  

Hm3 --- Average hours spent on Quality Check  

Wm --- Average hourly wage of data maintainer  

LC --- Average Life Cycle (# of Quarters) 

RCt --- Average cost of requesting one single maintenance; 

The concept behind this formula is to sum the cost of possible scenarios that might 

happen to a record. By finding out how many master data records that have been 

maintained during each quarter, we can find out the total effective quarterly 

maintenance cost.  By comparing this figure with the actual total quarterly 

                                                        
 [5.5] Employee 1:  IT Manager, Ericsson AB 

 

Formula 1：：：：TMC = N1 × RCt + N1 × Hm2 ×Wm + {RCt + Hm1 ×Wm + Hm3 ×Wm }÷ LC   
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maintenance cost recorded in history financial report, the maintenance productivity 

can be roughly estimated.   

However, it is not precise if we just take the effective working hours into 

consideration as the company pays its employees for 8 hours per day and 5 days per 

week no matter how productive they are. The hours that the master data maintainer 

spent on taking part in a meeting or training, even a coffee-break should also be taken 

into account when calculate the maintenance cost. Moreover, the model above is not 

ideally applicable because of the cons stated below:  

� There are too many unknown parameters, which leads to the workload of 

collecting relevant data is extremely heavy,  

� The parameters in the model only represents the average level, too many averages 

may make the final results have a high standard deviation and un-credible.  

� Some of the data such as Hm1, Hm2, Hm3, Hm4 are unavailable in both SAP and any 

of the internal report. The measurements can only be found through an onsite 

timing, which only inflects the number of hours spent at present time.     

Hence, assuming that:  

� Master data Maintenance Staff spend full-time on maintaining master data;  

� One Creation, one update, one trouble-shooting and one deletion are considered 

as homogeneous operation; 

� Ignore the cost caused by quality check as it is very trivial if allocated into every 

quarter.  

The formula can be adjusted to a simpler and more precise form for calculating the 

actual average cost per record as follow:  

 

Where:  

Formula 2:   TMCt =  (n) × Hr ×Wr  +  n × (GMCt ÷ Nt) 
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TMCt ---- Total maintenance cost for keeping a record in the tth quarter; 

GMCt  --- Total labor cost of master data maintainers in the tth quarter;  

n --- Average number of maintenance (including creation/extension, update, deletion) 

related to a master data record each quarter;  

Nt ---Total number of maintenance (including creation/extension, update, deletion) 

occurred in SAP system in the tth quarter; 

RCt --- Average cost of requesting one single maintenance; 

Compared to formula 1, this model includes much less unknown parameters, which 

largely reduces the workload of data collection as well as increase the precision of 

result. Moreover, as quarterly figures of “n”, “N” and “GMC” in history are 

accessible either by looking into the change log of SAP and financial report, we can 

form a time series corresponding to different total volume of master data in system so 

as to find out a regression model with total volume of master data as variable and cost 

per master data as dependent variable.  

The Third Formula described below further reduces the number of unknown 

parameters and avoid the use of a sample statistics, therefore, it is more precise.    

 

Where:  

TMCt ---- Total maintenance cost for keeping a record in the tth quarter; 

GMCt --- Total labor cost of master data maintainers in the tth quarter; 

Nt ---Total number of maintenance (including creation/extension, update, trouble 

shooting, deletion) occurred in SAP system in the tth quarter; 

RCt --- Average cost of requesting one single maintenance; 

Formula 3: TMCt  = {Nt÷[(Vt+Vt+1)/2 ]}× Hr ×Wr + (GMCt ÷ Nt ) × {Nt ÷ [ (Vt+Vt+1)/2 ]}  

                = {Nt÷[(Vt+Vt+1)/2 ] }× Hr ×Wr + GMCt ÷ [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 
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Vt --- Total volume of master data records in the end of the tth quarter  

In this formula, dividing GMCt by Nt give the cost per unit maintenance in the certain 

period, dividing Nt gives the corresponding average maintenance volume per record.  

An obvious advantage of this model is that it avoids the error brought by the sampling 

statistics and reduces the working load of data collection as much as possible.  

5.2.3   Research and Development Pricing Model  

The R&D cost per master data record per quarter has the following expression under 

the hypothesis that the historical volume of master data record is a discrete time 

series:   

 

Where: 

TRDCt --- Total R&D cost in the tth quarter 

GAC t --- Total labor cost of analysis personnel in the tth quarter 

SCt  --- Total software cost in the tth quarter 

Vt --- Total volume of master data records in the end of the tth quarter  

5.3  Calculation of cost per master data record  

The total cost of keeping a master data record in SAP is summed up by total storage 

cost, total maintenance cot and total Research & Development cost. Based on the 

models for separately pricing each cost factor, we come up with two potentially 

applicable general models for calculating the total cost per master data record: 

TCt = TSCt + TMCt +TRDCt 

Model 1: TCt = 98.41 SEK/GB/Quarter × GB × [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + n × Hr ×Wr + n× 

(GMCt ÷ Nt) + (GAC t + SCt) ÷[(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 

Model 2: TCt = [Nt / (Vt+Vt-1)] × Hr ×Wr + 98.41 SEK/GB/Month × GB× [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + 

[GMCt + GACt +SCt] ÷ [(Vt+Vt-1)/2]                 

TRDCt = (GAC t + SCt) ÷ [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 
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Where:    

TRDCt  --- Total R&D cost in the tth quarter 

TMCt ----  Total maintenance cost for keeping a record in the tth quarter; 

TRDCt  --- Total R&D cost in the tth quarter 

GMCt  ---  Total labor cost of master data maintainers in the tth quarter; 

GAC t  ---  Total labor cost of analysis personnel in the tth quarter 

SCt  ---  Total software cost in the tth quarter 

RCt --- Average cost of requesting one single maintenance; 

GB ---   Average Gigabyte per record  

Vt  ---  Total volume of master data records in the end of the tth quarter  

n --- Average number of operations (including creation/extension, update, trouble 

shooting, deletion) related to a master data record each quarter  

Nt --- Total number of operations (including creation/extension, update, trouble 

shooting, deletion) occurred in SAP system in the tth quarter  

Upon collecting the actual figures related to the unknown parameters above, a series 

of quarterly cost per master data record can be estimated.  

5.3.1   Source of Data  

5.3.1.1   Software Cost (SCt)  

The software here only refers to the ones that the company needs to purchase the right 

of use, those developed by employees working with analysis unit will not be included 

in this category but covered by the labor cost of master data analysts instead. The 

software are divided into two groups: solely used by GMDM and globally used by 

many departments in Ericsson. The cost of these globally used software can be found 

in the item called “IS/IT Intracomp” while that of the solely used ones can be refer to 

the item called “License Fee exp” in the “GMDM Cost Statement”[5.6].  

                                                        
[5.6] Employee 3, Manager of Service Delivery, Ericsson AB.  
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5.3.1.2   Labor cost of master data maintainers (GMC) & master data analysts 

(GAC)  

The labor cost for master data maintainer and master data analysts includes the 

employee costs (internal employees and consultant working in Stockholm and Manila; 

office supplies and service cost; IS/IT Expenses; Facility expenses; asset costs; 

materials, PR & Customer Events). Because the only figures available is the total 

labor cost of GMDM, the total labor cost for master data maintainers and analysis 

personnel can just be roughly estimated by assuming that  

• Number of master data maintainers always counts for 70% of the total in 

GMDM;  

• Cost per staff has no different between maintainers and analysts; 

• New hiring only occurred in the first quarter each year[5.7] 

5.3.1.3   Service requesting cost  

I. Estimation of Hourly labor cost (Wr)  

As authorized requestors are located in different countries all around the globe, the 

hourly labor cost can differs a lot. Therefore, the comparatively reasonable way is to 

apply the expected value of hourly labor cost which can be calculated upon collecting 

the data listed in the following table and inserting into the formula below table 5-4 

Region 
Number of authorized 

requestors (Ni) 
Average hourly rate (Wi) 

Sweden N1 34 USD  

Denmark, Norway, Finland N2 39 USD 

Eastern Europe N3 9 USD  

Main Europe N4 29 USD 

North America N5 27 USD 

                                                        
[5.7] Employee 3, Manager of Service Delivery, Ericsson AB. 
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South America N6 8 USD 

Asia N7 8 USD 

Africa N8 6 USD 

Australia/New Zealand N9 30 USD 

Table 5-4   Geographical distribution of authorized requestors and average hourly labor cost[5.8] 

E (Wr)  =   { [ ]
8

1

i iN w×∑ } ÷ { 
8

1

iN∑ } 

≈   21 USD  

≈   140 KR  

Remark: apply exchange rate as 1 USD = 7 SEK  

Therefore, the expected value of hourly labor cost in 2006 is 140 KR. Considering 

global economic growth rate as 3% per annum[5.9], we can estimate that labor cost 

changed accordingly. Therefore, we obtain the rough estimation of hourly labor cost 

from 2004-2008 as follow:  

Year Increase/decrease rate Hourly labor cost 

2004 -3% 132 SEK 

2005 -3% 136 SEK 

2006 0 140 SEK 

2007 +3% 144 SEK 

2008 +3% 148 SEK 

Table 5-5   Hourly Labor Cost Estimation from 2004 – 2008  

II. Estimation of time spent on each request form (Hr)  

How much time does it take an authorized requestor to create a request form depends 

on a number of factors, such as the number of fields needed to be filled in, whether 

the request form is properly designed, whether the requestor is familiar with the 

                                                        
[5.8] http://www.bls.gov/;   www. Payscale.com 

[5.9] World Bank: “Economic Growth Rate”  
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procedure, etc. As there is no relevant record available, we can only make a rough 

estimation here. By dividing the requestor into two groups: experienced requestors, 

non-experienced requestors, number of hours needed for each group is estimated by a 

common sense.  

Type of requestors Criterion 
Number of 

requestors 

Number of 

requests 

( nN ) 

Average 

time (Hn) 

Experienced Requestors 
> 100  Requests 

per year 
913 44446 0.5 

Non-Experience 
Requestors 

0 -- 99 Requests per 
year 

1572 29391 1 

Table 5-6   Comparison of Experience and Non-Experience Requestors  

E (Hr)  = { [ ]
2

1

n nN H×∑ } ÷ { 
2

1

nN∑ } 

            =   0.7 Hours  

Therefore, Cost of sending a single request form is estimated to be approximately 36 

SEK in average from 2004 – 2008.  

III.   Estimation of service requesting cost  

A single request form can include certain amount of maintenance as defined Section 

5.3.1.5. The average amount of maintenance included in one request form is estimated 

as 80 according to the total amount of request tickets we received from 2008 to 2009 

and the total amount of maintenance we made within the same period. Therefore, 

service requesting cost per maintenance is estimated as follow:  

                                                          Unit: SEK 

Year Cost per request form Cost per maintenance  

2004 92.4 1.16 

2005 95.2 1.2 

2006 98 1.23 

2007 100 1.25 

2008 102 1.28 

Table 5-7   Estimation of cost per maintenance  
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5.3.1.4   Average Gigabyte per master data record (GB)  

The size of a master data record can differ a lot as it depends on how many fields are 

included. Therefore, dividing the total Gigabyte consumed by master data by the total 

volume of master data record can only gives us an average size of a record. However, 

the only available data is the total GB consumed by all kinds of data in SAP system 

from 2004 – 2007, the figure for master data can be roughly estimated by taking a 

reasonable percentage out of the total volume.  

5.3.1.5   Volume of master data record (Vt)  

The original volume of master data record I collected is at time point t= { 2003-12-31, 

2004-03-31, 2004-06-30, 2004-09-30, 2004-12-31, 2005-03-31, 2005-06-30, 

2005-09-30, 2005-12-31, 2006-03-31, 2006-06-30, 2006-09-30, 2006-12-31, 

2007-03-31, 2007-06-30, 2007-09-30, 2007-12-31, 2008-03-31, 2008-06-30, 

2008-09-30} 

If assuming that each quarter from 2004-2008 is a discrete time point, we can 

calculate the volume for every quarter by taking the average of volume in the end of 

previous quarter and the volume in the end of present quarter( '

1( ) / 2t t tV V V−= + ). The 

figures for Vt and are showed in Appendix III.  

5.3.1.6   Total Number of maintenance per quarter (Nt)  

The statistics of how many maintenance including creation, updating, and deletion has 

been occurred in each quarter of the past five years can be extracted from SAP change 

log (Refer to Appendix IV), note that here one single maintenance can be one single 

creation, one single update and one single deletion. The rows in the change log table 

with the same document number are considered as one single maintenance.  
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Maintenance Volume in History  (N
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 Graph 5-3    Operation volume in history  

By obervsing the curve in graph 5-3, the total volume of operations done per quarter 

from 2004/Q4 to 2008/Q3 experienced a general increasing trend with some 

fluctuation from one quarter to another, however, the volume reached peak in the end 

of 2005 and followed by an abnormal sharp drop in 2006/Q1 because of incidentially 

large implementation. 

However, the maintenance volume showed in graph 5-3 includes the ones that are not 

performed by a specific people working in GMDM but uploaded in mass just by 

clicking a button. Therefore, we should not take these mass upload volume into 

account when counting the real volume that drives significant maintenance labor cost. 

See graph 5-4 for the real maintenance volume in histroy.    
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Graph 5-4    Real maintenance volume in history 
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5.3.1.7   Average number of maintenance per record per quarter (n)  

The probability sampling is performed in order to find out the average number of 

operations per record per quarter as the whole population is too big to study. The 

procedure described below is in accordance with the probability sampling theory 

introduced in Section 3.1.   

(1) Sampling method 

Considering the limited capacity and time for performing the probability sampling, 

we have to select a most adaptive way of sampling which will not only provide a 

comparatively precise result but also save the resource as much as possible. The 

following table listed the pros and cons of two potential methods that might be used,  

Method Pros Cons 

Simple 
random 
sampling 

• Simple and easy to apply when small 
population is involved 

 

• Not possible without complete 
list of population members; 
• potentially uneconomical to 
achieve; can be disruptive to isolate 
members from a group; 
• Time-scale may be too long, 
data/sample could change 

Stratified 
Sampling 

• Achieve greater precision provided that 
the strata have been chosen so that 
members of the same stratum are as 
similar as possible in respect of the 
characteristic of interest. 

• The results from each stratum may be 
of intrinsic interest and can be analyzed 
separately; 

• Ensures better coverage of the 
population than simple random 
sampling 

• Difficulty in identifying 
appropriate strata 

• More complex to organize and 
analyze results 

Table 5-8     Pros and Cons of two potential sampling methods[5.11]  

It is quite obvious that the purely simple random sampling technique does not adapt to 

our study on the number of operations made to a single record as the population is too 

big to be covered by a small portion and the single object within this huge population 

has complicated and distinct characteristic of interest. Therefore, a stratified sampling 

technique should be more applicable than the former one.  However, one important 

thing to be decided when we choose to apply this sampling technique is how to define 

                                                        
[5.11] Black, T. R. (1999). Doing quantitative research in the social sciences: An integrated approach to research design, 

measurement, and statistics. Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE Publications, Inc. (p. 118) 
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a stratum properly. In our case, the stratum can either be defined according to 

different domains as customer, vendor, product and finance or be defined based on 

how frequently they are used by the company. The following table shows both the 

advantages and disadvantages of these two definitions for stratum in our case 

 Pros Cons 

By domains • Useful if we want to observe the cost 

for different domains of master data 

record 

• Frequency may differ a lot among 

different domains of master data 

• High variance may still occur in 

each stratum because the change 

frequency may have positive 

correlation with use frequency. 

By  usage • Useful if we want to distinguish the 

cost of a useful master data record 

from a useless one 

• Hard to set up a criterion to 

identify a frequently used master 

data record and a seldom used one 

Table 5-9        Comparison of two ways to define stratum 

Obviously, dividing our population into different domains is beneficial no matter in 

the sense of precision or in the sense of cost control for different domains as the 

maintenance team is separated into four teams working on these different domains of 

master data.  However, it is also a good start for our further study in the breakeven 

volume of master data records if we can distinguish the cost of a useful master data 

record from a useless one because master data of these two groups means different 

value to the company. Therefore, defining the stratum by both domains and usage is 

the most ideal way. As business transaction is one of the major uses of master data, 

we can use the number of actual sales orders or purchase orders that have been 

processed on the record as a simple criterion to identify whether it is a useful one or a 

useless one, it is reasonable to assume that the number of changes related to a record 

has the positive relationship with the number of transaction event occurred on this 

record. However, the precondition of applying this criterion is to decide a boundary of 

the number of transactions, which, unfortunately, is hard to realize for this study as it 

will require a lot of extra efforts to make statistical analysis of the number of 
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transactions related to some a certain amount of master data record while time is too 

limited. Whereas, we can simplify our problem by  

• Randomly extract a certain number of sales orders and purchase orders created 

during a certain period of time;  

• Extract the master data records related to these sales & purchase orders;  

These unique records compose the sample frame of useful master data records, within 

which there are four different stratums defined on different domains. What is worth 

mentioning here is that this frame only consist material, vendor and customer master 

data, as finance master data has no direct relationship to the business transaction but 

usually used for reporting, we consider that they have the homogeneous importance to 

the company. Samples of finance master data can be extracted directly from the whole 

population of finance master data.  

 

Graph 5- 3   Sample Frame and Stratums 

For the sake of simplification, effort and time-saving, I choose to apply the master 

data record that are extracted from 2000 randomly selected sales & purchase order 

occurred in the first quarter of 2009 as my sample frame for customer, vendor and 

material.   
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Strata Volume 

Customer 464 

Vendor 765 

Material 2176 

Finance 595 

Total population 4000 

Table 5-10   Volume of each strata  

(2)   Sample Size  

With given confidence level as 95%, acceptable margin of error as 5%[5.12] and the 

estimated standard deviation of each stratum drew by a preliminary small sampling 

survey 

Stratum Sample size Mean 
(Quarterly) 

Standard 
Deviation 

Material 15 0.97 0.97 

Customer 15 5.08 6.25 

Vendor 15 0.43 0.39 

Finance 15 0.35 0.25 

Total 45   

Table 5-11    Preliminary sampling Statistics  

Applying the online sample size calculator[5.13], the recommended sample size is 377 

upon inputting the margin of error as 5%, confidence level as 95% and the population 

size as 4000.    

Apply formula         nh = n * (Nh * σh) / [ Σ ( Ni * σi ) ]  

where nh is the sample size for stratum h, n is total sample size, Nh is the population 

size for stratum h, and σh is the standard deviation of stratum h.  

Stratum Population size for 
stratum h (Nh) 

Standard 
deviation of 

stratum h (σh) 

Total 
sample size 

(n) 

Sample size 
for stratum h 

(nh) 

Material 2176 0.97 377 145 

Customer 464 6.25 377 200 

Vendor 765 0.39 377 21 

                                                        
[5.12]   Employee 4 & Employee 5, GMDM Manager & APT manager 

[5.13]  Raosoft.com 
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Finance 595 0.25 377 11 

Total 4000   377 

Table 5-12     Stratum size  

 (3)   Sampling result  

Stratum 
Sample 

Average 
Sample Median 

Sample 

Standard 

Deviation 

Sample size 

for stratum h 

(nh) 

Interval 

Estimate of 

sample 

Material 1.86 1.39 2.19 145 [1.5, 2.2] 

Customer 1.9 0.89 3 200 [1.48, 2.32] 

Vendor 0.7 0.49 0.58 21 [0.45, 0.95] 

Finance 0.35 0.21 0.25 11 [ 0.2, 0.5] 

Total 1.79 1.09 2.58 377 [1.53, 2.05] 

Table  5-13     Sample statistics  

The average number of operations (Creation, change/update, deletion) of a master 

data record in Ericsson per quarter is estimated to be within the interval [1.53, 2.05] 

with 95% confidence level and 5% margin of error according to the result listed in 

table 5-8. The point estimate is 1.79. However, Graph 5-4 clearly indicates that a 

majority of sample master data records are only changed for 0-4 times per quarter and 

around 80% of them are within 0-2 times per quarter. These outliers are expected to 

have extraordinary effect on the sample mean. In this case, the sample median is a 

more robust statistic to use. Hence, n is estimated to be 1.1.  

 

Graph 5-4    Histrogram of number of operations/record/quarter  
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5.3.2   Cost per master data record  

With all the relevant data collected, we can plug them into the two potential formulas 

for calculating the total cost per record and get two series of cost estimates from 

2004/Q1 to 2008/Q3.   

 (I)   Applying Model One  

TCt = 98.41 SEK/GB/Quarter × GB × [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + n × RCt + n× (GMCt ÷ Nt) + 

(GAC t + SCt) ÷[(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 

Parameters 

  Cost factors  Total 

cost  

RCt GMCt SCt TSC TMC TRDC TCt 

Time GBt (Vt+Vt-1)/2 (SEK) (SEK) 

GAC t 

(SEK) (SEK) Nt n (SEK) (SEK) (SEK) (SEK) 

2004/Q1 0,057 105201 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 136153 1,1 5,61 37,16 28,19 70,960 

2004/Q2 0,057 111180,5 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 92115 1,1 5,61 54,31 26,68 86,598 

2004/Q3 0,057 116581,5 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 153633 1,1 5,61 33,08 25,44 64,125 

2004/Q4 0,057 123219 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 95219 1,1 5,61 52,58 24,07 82,263 

2005/Q1 0,057 165536 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 224261 1,1 5,61 27,46 20,22 53,288 

2005/Q2 0,057 208748,5 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 405894 1,1 5,61 15,76 16,03 37,405 

2005/Q3 0,057 217935 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 296884 1,1 5,61 21,07 15,36 42,032 

2005/Q4 0,057 229236 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 619580 1,1 5,61 10,78 14,60 30,991 

2006/Q1 0,057 314947,5 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 347988 1,1 5,61 19,84 11,33 36,778 

2006/Q2 0,057 408828 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 251072 1,1 5,61 26,97 8,73 41,312 

2006/Q3 0,057 453956,5 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 309986 1,1 5,61 22,10 7,86 35,575 

2006/Q4 0,057 513611,5 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 358668 1,1 5,61 19,29 6,95 31,845 

2007/Q1 0,057 554787 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 632701 1,1 5,61 13,34 7,39 26,349 

2007/Q2 0,057 580979,5 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 623693 1,1 5,61 13,52 7,06 26,188 

2007/Q3 0,057 612314 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 553905 1,1 5,61 15,05 6,70 27,357 

2007/Q4 0,057 732986 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 768295 1,1 5,61 11,23 5,60 22,439 

2008/Q1 0,057 855984,5 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 912044 1,1 5,61 11,03 5,34 21,985 

2008/Q2 0,057 891831,5 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 613233 1,1 5,61 15,72 5,13 26,461 

2008/Q3 0,057 920404,5 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 842994 1,1 5,61 11,82 4,97 22,400 

Table 5-14   Cost per record by Model 1 

(II) Applying Model Two  

TCt = n × RCt  + 98.41 SEK/GB/Month × GB t × [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + [GMCt + (GACt 

+SCt)] ÷[(Vt+Vt-1)/2]  
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Note that GMCt , GACt and SCt sum up to the total cost of GMDM department, the 

model can be converted to TCt = n × RCt + [ (98.41 SEK/GB/Month × GB t) + 

GMDMCt ]÷ [ (Vt+Vt-1)/2]  

Parameters    TCt 

RCt GMCt SCt TSC TMC TRDC (Sek) 

Time GBt (Vt+Vt-1)/2 (Sek) (SEK) 

GAC t 

(SEK) (SEK) Nt (SEK) (SEK) (SEK)   

2004/Q1 0,057 105201 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 136153 5,61 43,72 28,19 77,52 

2004/Q2 0,057 111181 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 92115 5,61 40,91 26,68 73,19 

2004/Q3 0,057 116582 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 153633 5,61 39,62 25,44 70,67 

2004/Q4 0,057 123219 1,16 4441287 1903409 1062410 95219 5,61 36,94 24,07 66,62 

2005/Q1 0,057 165536 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 224261 5,61 33,82 20,22 59,65 

2005/Q2 0,057 208749 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 405894 5,61 27,86 16,03 49,50 

2005/Q3 0,057 217935 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 296884 5,61 26,09 15,36 47,05 

2005/Q4 0,057 229236 1,2 5329545 2284091 1062410 619580 5,61 26,49 14,60 46,70 

2006/Q1 0,057 314948 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 347988 5,61 19,93 11,33 36,87 

2006/Q2 0,057 408828 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 251072 5,61 15,06 8,73 29,40 

2006/Q3 0,057 453957 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 309986 5,61 13,72 7,86 27,19 

2006/Q4 0,057 513612 1,23 5847695 2506155 1062410 358668 5,61 12,24 6,95 24,80 

2007/Q1 0,057 554787 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 632701 5,61 13,84 7,39 26,84 

2007/Q2 0,057 580980 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 623693 5,61 13,19 7,06 25,86 

2007/Q3 0,057 612314 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 553905 5,61 12,37 6,70 24,68 

2007/Q4 0,057 732986 1,25 6884883 2950664 1151401 768295 5,61 10,70 5,60 21,91 

2008/Q1 0,057 855985 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 912044 5,61 10,69 5,34 21,64 

2008/Q2 0,057 891832 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 613233 5,61 9,83 5,13 20,56 

2008/Q3 0,057 920405 1,28 7981120 3420480 1151401 842994 5,61 9,84 4,97 20,42 

Table 5-15   Cost per record by Model 2 

Average cost per record by Model 1

010,00020,00030,00040,00050,00060,00070,00080,00090,000100,000
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Graph 5-5    Cost curve by Model 1 
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Average cost per record by Model 2
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Graph 5-6    Cost curve by Model 2 

These two models give very similar results. The average total cost per record per 

quarter reduced from around 70 SEK to around 20 SEK during the past five years. 
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Chapter 6      Volume vs. Cost  

In this chapter, Mathematical model for predicting the future volume of master data 

will be given upon the collection and time series analysis of relevant data in history. 

Regression model for expressing the relationship between total volume and total cost 

will be derived upon the collection of relevant data sets in history. With these two 

models, a prediction of future total cost can be obtained. 

6.1   Growth of master data volume                  

According to the historical master data volume collected via SAP, GMDM has 

experienced a huge number of increasing in its workload during the past five years 

especially in the domain of material master data which showed a steeper trend of 

rising from quarter to quarter compared to the other three domains. What drives the 

master data volume can be summarized as follow:  

� The change of organizational structure in SAP;  

� The business expansion, including purchasing other companies, continuous 

development of new products and customers;  

� The expansion of the responsibility scope of GMDM department.  

What is worth mentioned here is that there will be an outstanding increasing in the 

master data volume in the next two years as the organizational structure in SAP will 

be altered a lot, one plant or one sales area may be split into several which means that 

the same master data will consist of more master data records which share the same 

information in the general level.  A time series model can be constructed based on 

the historical recordings of master data volume from the fourth quarter 2003 to the 

third quarter 2008, with which we can predict what the volume will be in a certain 

future time if there is no abnormal change in organizational structures mentioned 

above, thereby, it is possible to give a rough estimation that how many extra cost will 

be brought by such change in organization structure.  
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6.1.1   Forecasting Model for Master Data Volume  

The forecasting model is build up with the theories of time series modeling which is 

introduced in Section 3.3. The predicted value of master data volume in future time 

points found by the model is only valid with the following hypothesis： 

� No abnormal change in organizational structures in SAP system, which means 

the pattern of change in organizational structure in SAP system has no big 

difference with that in the past five years;  

� No abnormal change in the growth of business of the company, which means 

the pattern of business expansion, keeps the similar way as that in the past five 

years;  

� No abnormal change in the expansion of GMDM’s responsibility scope, which 

means the responsibility scope of GMDM keeps the similar pace of growth as 

that in the past five years.  

Here, our time series is described as 

Vt= {102028, 108374, 113987, 119176, 127262, 203810, 213687, 222183, 236289,   

393606, 424050, 483862, 543360, 566213, 595745, 628882, 837090, 874879, 

908784, 932025}  

t = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20} 

Where Vt refers to the total volume 42.73of master data record at historical time point 

t, t refers to 20 time points from December 31, 2003 to September 30, 2008, the 

distance between each time point is 3 months.  

(1) Transform the data  

Let V’(t)= Log ( )

10000

V t ,in order to reduce the magnitude of the original time series,  

V’(t) = (2.322657, 2.383003, 2.433499, 2.478016, 2.543663, 3.014603, 3.061925, 

3.100916, 3.162471, 3.672764, 3.747266, 3.879215, 3.995187, 4.036385, 4.087228, 

4.141359, 4.427346 4.471500 4.509522 4.534775)  

(2) Plot the transformed time series  
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Graph 6-2   Transformed Master data volume in history 

Obviously, there is a trend and a seasonal component included in this time series. 

Master data volume always had a big jump in the beginning of every year. We need to 

eliminate them first.  

(3) Estimate and eliminate the trend and seasonal component  

Loess method can be applied to easily obtain a detrended and deseasonalized residual 

series. Another choice is to use differencing method in order to delete the seasonal 

effect.  

• Loess Method  

“R” Program give the following results  

            seasonal       trend         remainder 

2004 Q1   -0.06226506     2.316293      0.068629425 

2004 Q2   0.06101071     2.379296      -0.057303942 

2004 Q3   0.02170282     2.448958      -0.037161327 

2004 Q4   -0.02044898    2.531677      -0.033211474 

2005 Q1   -0.06226506    2.691541      -0.085613471 

2005 Q2   0.06101071     2.857916      0.095676517 

2005 Q3   0.02170282     3.013824      0.026398417 

2005 Q4   -0.02044898    3.159343      -0.037977434 

2006 Q1   -0.06226506    3.329107      -0.104371513 
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2006 Q2   0.06101071     3.521448      0.090305218 

2006 Q3   0.02170282     3.724118      0.001445680 

2006 Q4   -0.02044898    3.874250      0.025413741 

2007 Q1  -0.06226506     3.963555      0.093897377 

2007 Q2  0.06101071     4.030609       -0.055234898 

2007 Q3  0.02170282     4.108721       -0.043196010 

2007 Q4  -0.02044898    4.227394       -0.065586542 

2008 Q1  -0.06226506    4.342670       0.146940691 

2008 Q2  0.06101071     4.424031       -0.013541314 

2008 Q3  0.02170282     4.498833       -0.011014290 

2008 Q4  -0.02044898    4.566663       -0.01143904 

 

Graph 6-3   Loess Method plots 

Where:  

The trend component series is 

Mt  =    (2.316293,   2.379296,  2.448958,  2.531677,  

         2.691541,   2.857916,  3.013824,  3.159343, 

         3.329107,   3.521448,  3.724118,  3.874250,  

         3.963555,   4.030609,  4.108721,  4.227394, 

         4.34267,    0 4.424031, 4.498833,  4.566663) 
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The seasonal component series is 

St =   ( -0.06226506,  0.06101071,  0.02170282,  -0.02044898, 

       -0.06226506,  0.06101071,  0.02170282,  -0.02044898, 

        -0.06226506,  0.06101071,  0.02170282,  -0.02044898, 

        -0.06226506,  0.06101071,  0.02170282,  -0.02044898, 

        -0.06226506,  0.06101071,   0.02170282,  -0.02044898) 

The detrended and deseasonalized residual series is  

Rt  =    ( 0.068629425,  -0.057303942,   -0.037161327,  -0.033211474, 

        -0.085613471,  0.095676517,  0.026398417,  -0.037977434, 

        -0.104371513,  0.090305218,  0.001445680,  0.025413741, 

         0.093897377,  -0.055234898,  -0.043196010,  -0.065586542, 

         0.146940691,  -0.013541314,  -0.011014290,  -0.011439040) 

 

 

Graph 6-4   Detrended and deseasonalized residual series plot by loess method  

The following tests results in that the residual time series is generally a stationary one. 
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Graph 6-5   Stationary Test for residual time series by loess method   

• Differencing method  

The deseasonalized time series is  

4' ' 't t tR V V += −  = ( -0.2210056,  -0.6316000,  -0.6284256,  -0.6229000, 

                -0.6188077,  -0.6581610,  -0.6853414,  -0.7782984, 

                -0.8327165,  -0.3636212,  -0.3399614,  -0.2621439, 

                -0.4321589,  -0.4351147,  -0.4222942,  -0.3934160) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Graph 6-6   Detrended and deseasonalized residual series plot by differencing method  
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There seems to be no trend and seasonal component after differencing, but we still 

need to examine the following diagrams in order to make final conclusion.  

 

Graph 6-7  Stationary Test for residual time series by differencing method    

The following tests results in that the residual time series is generally a stationary one. 

According to the relevant statistics of the two residual sequences, it can be determined 

that the one formed by differencing method is better than the other.  

(3)   Fit a model for the residual sequence  

By observing the ACF and PACF graph showed below, we find that ACF shows a 

exponential decay and PACF shows a spike at lag 1 while no correlation for other lags. 

Moreover, both the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation of every lag is between 

the confidence boundary at level α=0.05, therefore, it is reasonable to guess that 

ARIMA(1,0,0) model may fit the sequence well enough. However, we still try several 

different models in order to find the best one.  
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Graph   6-7    ACF 

 

Graph   6-8   PACF 

Statistic AR(1) AR(2) ARMA(1,1) 

Coefficients 0.5525,  -0.4919 0.6551, -0.1528, -0.4954 0.4637, 0.1483 , -0.4932 

Standard error 0.2229,  0.0819 0.296,  0.2923 ,  0.0753 0.3494 ,0.3732,  0.0790 

2σ  0.02298 0.02249 0.02272 

AIC -8.6 -6.87 -6.75 
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Table 6-2    ARIMA (p,d,q) Statistics Comparison  

AR (1) models gives the lowest standard error and AIC value, therefore, we consider 

AR (1) it better than AR (2) and ARMA (1,1) model. 

 

Graph   6-9   AR (1) Residual  Diagnose  

Diagnose graphs indicates that the residual sequence of AR (1) model is subject to 

normal distribution. Therefore, ARIMA (1,0,0) is  

t-1' 0.4919 0.5525V 'tV = − +  

6.1.2   Prediction with the Model  

The AR (1,) model can be applied to predict the residual sequence in future time point. 

R’17 = -0.4374756  R’18= -0.4618195  R’19= -0.4752701 R’20 =-0.4827018, R’21 = 
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-0.4868080, R’22  = -0.4890767  R’23 = -0.4903303 R’24 = -0.4910229  R’25= 

-0.4914055   R’26  = -0.4916170  R’27 = -0.4917338  R’28 = -0.4917984  R’29 

=-0.4918340   R’30 = -0.4918537   R’31 = -0.4918646   R’32  =  -0.4918706  

R’33 =- 0.4918739   R’34 = -0.4918758 

As 4' ' 't t tR V V += −  

We have V’21= V’17 - R’17 = -0.4374756 + 4.427346 = 4.864822 

Similar for V’t, t=22,23…32 

V’22=4.933319, V’23=4.984792, V’24=5.017476, V’25=5.35163, V’26=5.422396, 

V’27=5.475122, V’28 =5.508499, V’29 =5.843036, V’30=5.914013, V’31 =5.966856, 

V’32= 6.000297  V’33=6.33491, V’34= 6.405889       

As V’t= Ln ( )

10000

V t  

We have V(21) = {expV’(21)}*10000 = 1296479  

Similar for V(t), t = 22,23…32 

V22=1388396, V23= 1461732, V24=1510296, V25=2109519, V26=2264210,  

V27= 2386796, V28 = 2467804, V29 =3448246, V30=3701887, V31 = 3902767, V32= 

4035486, V33=5639186, V34=6053998 

Master data Volume Forecast
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Graph   6-10   AR (1) Residual  Diagnose  
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6.2   Growth of total cost connected to master data  

From a macro-perspective, the total cost connected to master data in a specific period 

of time can be calculated by summing up total storage cost, total maintenance cost 

and total R& D cost. Utilize relevant data collected in Chapter Five, we obtained the 

total cost of keeping master data in system in each quarter of the past five years as 

follow:  

Period  Grand Total 

Storage cost 

(GTSCt) 

Grand Total 

Maintenance 

cost 

(GTMCt) 

Grand Total 

R&D cost 

(GTRDCt) 

Grand Total Cost 

(GTCt) 

2004/Q1 590177,6 4599224 2965818 8155220 

2004/Q2 623722,6 4548140 2965818 8137681 

2004/Q3 654022,2 4619501 2965818 8239341 

2004/Q4 691258,6 4551741 2965818 8208818 

2005/Q1 928657 5598658 3346500 9873815 

2005/Q2 1171079 5816617 3346500 10334196 

2005/Q3 1222615 5685805 3346500 10254920 

2005/Q4 1286014 6073040 3346500 10705554 

2006/Q1 1766855 6275720 3568565 11611140 

2006/Q2 2293525 6156513 3568565 12018603 

2006/Q3 2546696 6228977 3568565 12344237 

2006/Q4 2881361 6288856 3568565 12738781 

2007/Q1 3112355 7675758 4102065 14890178 

2007/Q2 3259295 7664498 4102065 15025858 

2007/Q3 3435082 7577264 4102065 15114410 

2007/Q4 4112051 7845251 4102065 16059367 

2008/Q1 4802073 9148536 4571881 18522489 

2008/Q2 5003175 8766057 4571881 18341112 

2008/Q3 5163469 9060152 4571881 18795502 

Table   6-3   Total cost connected to master data in history   

The study on how total cost connected to master data varied with the total volume of 

master data record in Ericsson is performed by regression analysis based on the sets of 

data collected in previous section, the analysis will result in a mathematical model 

which can be use to estimate how much money is expected to pay for mater data when 

the total volume hits a certain amount in the future.  
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6.2.1.1 Data Sets  

Set Grand Total Cost connected to master data per quarter as dependent variable Y 

(Million SEK) and corresponding Total volume of master data record as independent 

variable X (Million records). Refer to the following table for data sets.  

Period  X Y Period X Y 

2004/Q1 0,105201 8,155093 2006/Q3 0,453957 12,34369 

2004/Q2 0,111181 8,137548 2006/Q4 0,513612 12,73816 

2004/Q3 0,116582 8,239201 2007/Q1 0,554787 14,88951 

2004/Q4 0,123219 8,20867 2007/Q2 0,58098 15,02516 

2005/Q1 0,165536 9,873616 2007/Q3 0,612314 15,11368 

2005/Q2 0,208749 10,33395 2007/Q4 0,732986 16,05849 

2005/Q3 0,217935 10,25466 2008/Q1 0,855985 18,52146 

2005/Q4 0,229236 10,70528 2008/Q2 0,891832 18,34004 

2006/Q1 0,314948 11,61076 2008/Q3 0,920405 18,7944 

2006/Q2 0,408828 12,01811    

Table   6-4   Data Sets  

6.2.1.2 Fit a model and Estimate Regression Coefficients  

In order to decide which model fits the data sets best, the first step is to examine the 

scatter diagram (Graph 6-11) . Basically speaking, we can assume that X and Y has a 

linear relationship and the deviation from the line is caused by some uncertainties. 

Therefore, it is reasonal to assume that:  

0 1Y Xβ β ε= + + ,      

In which 0 1Xβ β+  represents the part of Y that varies linearly with X; ε  

represents the random error, it is the summation of the impacts on Y caused by all 

kinds of uncertainties, it is un-observable, generally speaking, ε  is assumed to be 

subjective to normal distribution N(0, 2σ ). However, it deviates from our instinct that 

the marginal cost should be reduced as time goes by as the calculation of cost per 

record clearly indicates that the marginal cost decreased with the rise of volume. In 

this sense, the model should be in the form as follow:  

                           Y = ln( )Xα β ε+ +  
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Or                         Y = Xα β ε+ +  

Which model to choose not only depends on the statistical result but also the 

economic point of view. 

 
  0β   1β  

Signifi. 

code  

Residual 

standard 

error  

Multiple R- 

Squared  

Adjsuted 

R-squared 

F- 

statistics  

Linear 

regression  

14.2802 12.7737 *** 1.039 0.9795 0.9767 859.8 

Logarism 

Regression  

28.9018 9.1793 *** 2.017 0.927 0.9227 215.9 

Sqrt 

Regression  

5.2757 22.8249 *** 1.284 0.9704 0.9687 558 

Table   6-5   Regression Statistics 

 

Graph   6-11   Scatter plot and fitted lines   

6.2.1.3 Significance test  

In order to test whether the fitted model is significant and whether the linear 

relationship of the two variables exists, we need to perform several statistical tests, 

such as t-test, F-test and R-test. From a statistical angle, if 1β  = 0, the linear 

relationship does not exist, if and only if 1β  ≠ 0, we can say E(Y) varies linearly 
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with X. Therefore, our hypothesis testing is:  

                   H0:  1β  = 0,        H1 :  1β  ≠  0 

(1) t-test.  

If H0 establishes, T = 11

1

ˆˆ
( 2)

ˆ ˆ( )

xxS
t n

sd

ββ

σβ
= −� , with pre-defined significance level 

a, H0 is rejected if │ T│ ≥ /2 ( 2)t nα − ;  

In linear regression model, T = 27.48 ≥ 0.025 (17)t , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In Logrism regression model, T = 14.25 ≥ 0.025 (17)t , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In Sqrt regression model, T= 22.239 ≥ 0.025 (17)t , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

(2) F-test 

If H0 establishes, F =  
2

1

2

ˆ
(1, 2)

ˆ
xxS

F n
β

σ
−� , with pre-defined significance level a, H0 

is rejected if │ F│≥ (1, 2)F nα −  

In linear regression model, F = 754.9  ≥ 0.05 (1,17)F , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In Logrism regression model, F =215.9 ≥ 0.05 (1,17)F , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In Sqrt regression model, F = 558  ≥ 0.05 (1,17)F , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

(3) R-test  

If H0 establishes, R = ( 2)
xy

xx yy

S
r n

S S
−� , with pre-defined significance level a, H0 is 

rejected if │ R│≥ ( 2)r nα − ,  

In Linear regression model, R = 0.978  ≥ 0.05 (17)r , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   
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In Logarism regression model, R = 0.927 ≥ 0.05 (17)r , H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In Sqrt regression model, R=0.9704  ≥ 0.05 (17)r ,   H0 is rejected, 1β  ≠  0.   

In conclusion, both the simple linear model，the logarism model and Square root 

model are significant. However, the simple linear model and the square root model fit 

the historical data sets better in the sense of statistics as they have significantly lower 

standard error and higher R-squared value.   

6.2.1.4 Regression diagnostics 

Our faith of the regression model depends on coping successfully with common 

problems such as multicollinearity, outliers, non-normality, heteroscedasticity and 

nonlinearity. Regression diagnostics is made for uncovering these problems.  

(1)  Influence of data points  

According to the theories stated in Chapter 3, DFFITS standard , Cooks distance 

statistics, COVRATIO Standard and Hat values to examine the data points with 

significant influence. For linear Regression Model, Point 12, 18 and 19. However, for 

the logarism regression model, there is no point with significant impact.                

(2)  Residual Diagnostics 

• . The Shapiro-Wilk normality test, Normal-QQ test and histrogram 

results in the acceptance that the ordinary residuals of logarism model is 

subjective to normal distribution while the linear and square root model 

are not subjective to Normal Distribution when the significance level α = 

0.05  
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Graph   6-12  Normality test for Simple Linear Regression Model   

 

Graph   6-13  Normality test for Logarism Regression Model   
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Graph   6-13  Normality test for Sqrt Regression Model 

• Heteroscedasticity of residuals can be check preliminary by observing 

the following the “standard residual scatter diagram” and the “residual 

vs X scatter diagram”. Generally speaking, heteroscedasticity 

hypothesis can be rejected if the points in these two diagrams. basically 

spead in a “Belt Area”  

 

Graph   6-15  Residual Diagram of Simple Linear Regression Model  
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Graph   6-16  Residual Diagram of Logarism Regression Model  

 

 

Graph   6-17  Residual Diagram of Square Root Regression Model  

By observing the residual diagram, it is easy to conclude that the logarism Regression 

Model has increasing variance of residual which violates the hypothesis of 

homoscedasticity. On the other hand, the residual plots of the simple linear regression 

model and the Square Root Regression Model do not give clear evidence of 

heteroscedasticity. We need to make further tests.  

•  Park-Gleiser Test: Regress the residual on X with different function 

form f(X), test the significance of coefficients. If there exist one f(X) which makes the 

regression model pass the significance test, it can be considered that the original 

model is characterized by heteroscedasticity. The following forms of f(X) have been 
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tested for the three models: 

1 0 1

2

2 0 1

3

3 0 1

2

4 0 1 2

( ) ,

( ) ,

( ) ,

( )

f X X

f X X

f X X

f X X X

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ

θ θ θ

= +

= +

= +

= + +

  

   Model  Function  Significance   t-test   F-test    R-test 

1( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

2 ( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

3( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

Linear 

Regression 

Model  

4 ( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

1( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

2 ( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

3( )f X              ××××    √    √             ×××× 

Logarism 

Regression Model  

4 ( )f X     √    √    √    √ 

1( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

2 ( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

3( )f X              ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

Sqrt Regression 

Model  

4 ( )f X     ××××             ××××             ××××             ×××× 

Table 6-6  PG-test results Comparison 

The tests result in non-acceptance of heteroscedasticity of the simple linear regression 

model and Sqrt Regression Model but acceptance of heteroscdasticity of the logarism 

regression model as the residual of the latter one can be expressed by a function with 

X as a variable.  

In summary, none of the three models can perfectly pass all relevant regression 

diagnostics. See following table for comparison: 

Model  Significance 

test 

Influence 

test  

Normality 

test for 

residuals 

Heteroscadicity 

test for 

residuals 

Fit 

economic 

view or 

not? 

Linear 

Regression  

pass Point12,18, 

19 

Not pass Pass No 

Logarism 

Regression  

pass None Pass Not pass Yes 

Square 

Root 

Regression  

pass Point 12 Not pass Generally pass Yes 

Table 6-7  Regression Diagnostics Test comparison  

6.2.1.5 Update Model  

According to the regression analysis made in previous section, we can exclude linear 
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regression model not only because it does not fit the reality that the marginal cost 

should be reduced with the increasing of volume but also because it does not pass 

some of the regression analysis. Plus, there are three points out of the 19 points with 

extraordinarily big impact on the model. This model is not stable one. Therefore, we 

can consider to choose from the Logarism Regression Model and Square Root 

Regression Model. The models might be able to pass the series of tests if they are 

updated properly. As Square root regression model has less standard error and better 

t-value, p-value, R squared value and F-value, we can start by updating it first to see if 

we can make it pass the normality test for residuals. Remove point 12 and fit a new 

Sqrt model to compare with our current one. The new model has smaller residual 

standard error and larger R-Squared Value andlarger F-value. By performing the 

regression diagnostics, we found that the statistics for normality test has some 

improvement but the normal probability plot still indicates some deviation from 

normal distribution (Point 11 and point 10 is marked out). Influence test shows that 

Point 11 has big impact on the model. Moreover, heteroscadicity is improved a bit but 

still not perfect (Refer to Appendix VIII). Therefore, we consider to remove point 10 

and point 11 and fit the square root model again. After updating, normality test is fully 

passed and heteroscadicity test is generally passed, the residual diagrams are largely 

improved but still not 100% perfect. In this case, we consider to update the model by 

taking square root of Y to see if the residual plot can have further improvement.    

Let 0 1Y Xβ β ε= + +  

The update not only results in better-looking residual diagrams but also improvement 

in all the regression statistics.  

 
  0β   1β  

Signifi. 

code  

Residual 

standard 

error  

R- 

Squared  

F- 

statistics  

Updated 

Model  

2.11966 2.30201  *** 0.04634 0.993 2139 

Table 6-8  Statistics of updated model  

The new model has smaller residual standard error and similar R-Squared Value, 
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meanwhile, the new model passed the residual diagnostics, we can choose to apply 

the new model to fit our data sets.  

Therefore, the Linear Regression Model for Master Data Cost per Quarter is  

ˆ 2.1197 2.302Y X= +  

ˆ 4.49 9.759 4.669Y X X⇒ = + +  

6.2.2   Prediction of total cost connected to master data  

The simple linear regression model we obtained can be utilized to predict the total 

cost connected to master data with a pre-defined volume of master data records. If the 

confidence level is set to be 1-α , the prediction interval for Y when X = x0 is 

expressed as [ Ŷ - l , Ŷ + l ], where l = 
2

0( )1

2

ˆ( 2) 1
xx

x x

n S
t nα σ −

− + +  

Applying the prediction model for future master data volume and Regression model 

for total cost connected to master data, we obtained the following point estimate and 

interval estimate at the confidence level 1-α = 0.95: 

ˆ 4.49 9.759 4.669Y X X⇒ = + +  
Period   

Master data 

volume 

(Million)  
Fitted cost  Lower boundary  Upper Boundary  

2008Q4 1.160211 21.15286 20.11609 22.21569 

2009Q1 1.425064 23.69457 22.53942 24.87858 

2009Q2 1.486014 24.26408 23.08121 25.47651 

2009Q3 1.809908 27.21309 25.88052 28.57912 

2009Q4 2.186865 30.51328 29.00250 32.06241 

2010Q1 2.325503 31.69838 30.12125 33.31574 

2010Q2 2.4273 32.56006 30.93399 34.22778 

2010Q3 2.958025 36.95259 35.06891 38.88555 

2010Q4 3.575067 41.89020 39.70339 44.13562 

2011Q1 3.802327 43.67195 41.37285 46.03321 

2011Q2 3.969127 44.96878 42.58709 47.41526 

2011Q3 4.837336 51.59098 48.77775 54.48308 

2011Q4 5.846592 59.07238 55.75542 62.48517 

Table 6-9  Prediction of total cost connected to master data   
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 Graph  6-18  Curve of future total cost connected to master data   

With the predicted total cost connected to master data and predicted total volume in 

future time spots, it is possible to estimate the corresponding total GMDM cost by 

deducting the total storage cost and total service requesting cost.  

Time Volume Storage Cost Service Requesting Cost GMGM Cost 

2009/Q1 1425064 7992899 2066685 13634986 

2009/Q2 1486014 8334755 2155077 13774248 

2009/Q3 1809908 10151412 2624801 14436877 

2009/Q4 2186865 12265688 3266623 15076112 

Yearly Total     38744755 10018040 56922231 

2010/Q1 2325503 13043281 3473714 15181385 

2010/Q2 2427300 13614240 3625773 15320047 

2010/Q3 2958025 16590971 4418542 15943078 

2010/Q4 3575067 20051836 5500454 16498118 

Yearly Total 63300325 16858273 62942632 

2010/Q1 3802327 21326492 5850107 16495352 

2010/Q2 3969127 22262040 6106739 16600002 

2010/Q3 4837336 27131650 7442530 17016800 

2010/Q4 5846592 32792365 8995330 17284684 

Yearly Total 103512544 28394705 67396842 

Table 6-9  Prediction of each cost factors    
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The total cost for the whole GMDM Department can be expected to reach 57 Million 

SEK in 2009, 63 Million SEK in 2010 and 67 Million SEK in 2011 if there is no big 

change in the labor policy of the department and the increase of productivity keeps the 

same pattern as the previous five years. 
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Chapter 7      Breakeven Analysis   

In this chapter, a theory of how to find out the breakeven point of the master data volume for a 

company will be introduced. The theory will also be applied to the Ericson’s situation based on the 

relevant data collected and function obtained in the previous chapters 

7.1   Importance of Breakeven Analysis  

It is without a doubt that keeping master data records in company’s system means 

remarkable benefits; on the other hand, the cost is also too outstanding to be ignored. 

Therefore, a profit-oriented entrepreneur would always like to know what is the 

breakeven scale of master data on which the total benefit equals to the total cost.  

There are two potential breakeven points to consider here, the lower one is the level 

below which the total cost is more than total benefits and the higher one is the level 

above which the total cost starts to outweigh the total benefits. These two points make 

up of an interval within which the volume of master data records should better be 

controlled. Acknowledging this information, MDM personnel will be able to make 

rational decision on whether to keep on inputting data into the system or not.  

7.2   How to find out breakeven volume of master data records?  

In order to find out the breakeven points of master data volume in system, the general 

concept is to establish an equation with total value of master data in the expression of 

total volume on one side and total cost of master data in the expression of total 

volume on the other side.  

 

 

 

Therefore, it is easy to see that whether the breakeven points described above in 

section 7.1 exist or not depends on the value function and cost function. 

 

 

Total Value   (v)   =   Total Cost (v) 
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7.2.1 Cost functions  

7.2.1.1   By typical breakeven analysis   

The typical breakeven analysis, a common tool used in evaluating the economic 

feasibility of a new enterprise or a new product, can be applied here to that of master 

data as well considering the common characteristics between master data record and a 

new product, which is, both of them drive cost and benefit. However, there are several 

differences between master data records and a traditional product:  

Master data records can not be considered as homogeneous units in the breakeven 

analysis while the traditional breakeven analysis is aiming at one product which is 

assumed to bring the same benefit to the company; therefore, the general concept of a 

typical breakeven analysis can be applied to master data, whereas, some adjustment is 

required to be made 

The typical method of break-even analysis is based on two types of costs:  

• Fixed costs: business expenses that are not dependent on the activities of the 

business. They tend to be time-related, such as salaries or rents being paid per 

month.  

• Variable costs: expenses that change in proportion to the activity of a business.  

They tend to be volume-related (and are paid per quantity) [7.1] 

Upon separating these two cost types, the breakeven point of the product volume can 

be calculated by applying the following equation:  

 

 

 

G

raph 7-4    Typical breakeven analysis  

                                                        
[7.1] Rob Holland: Breakeven Analysis 

Average annual fixed cost  ÷ 
(Average per unit value – Average per unit variable cost)  
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Suppose we are standing in the end of a year and going to make a plan for MDM in 

the next year, one of our interest is to find out the breakeven volume of master data 

record in the following year with the prediction of average per unit value, the average 

per unit variable cost and average annual fixed cost available. The analysis can be 

performed in the following way:  

Define fixed cost and variable cost in our case  

Fixed cost and variable cost for keeping master data in system is determined and 

exhibited in table 7-1 according to their definition in typical breakeven analysis.  

Cost Category Cost Items Volume-related Time-related 

Backup hardware & Software cost 
    √ 

 

Storage cost 
Operational cost  

   √ 
 

Requesting cost    
   √ 

 

Maintenance cost 
Total labor cost of master data 

maintainer       √ 
     

Total labor cost of master data 

analysts  

 
    √ 

R&D cost 
Software Cost    

    √ 

Table  7-1   Fixed Cost and Variable Cost  

Suppose we are standing in the end of 2008 and try to find out the breakeven point of 
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master data volume in year 2009 with a fixed budget on Software Cost and total labor 

cost of master data analysts, data storage cost and maintenance cost can vary with the 

total volume. Therefore, the cost function can be described as  

GAC + SC + (TMC + TSC) ×  v = a + β v 

 

7.2.1.2   By Regression Model   

Or, we can just apply the simple linear regression model as the cost function:  

Total Cost (Million SEK) = 4.49 9.759 4.669V V= + +   (Million Record) 

7.2.2   Value function   

According to the theories stated in Chapter Four, the value of master data record can 

be estimated either by looking at how much money does it save for the company 

because of its existence in system or how much cash flow does it bring to the 

company, i.e. how much money has been brought by all the transactions occurred on 

this specific record. In order to decide which way is suitable for the definition of 

master data value, we had better take a look at the role of master data in the 

company’s system. Master data are created and maintained in the system to prepare 

for the potential transactions (sales, purchase, reporting, etc) which might occur 

during its life cycle. Without its existence, the relevant information needs to be 

manually input again and again by the data stakeholders (authorized requestors) when 

transactions occur although the transaction can still occur. In this sense, it is 

reasonable to value master data based on how much money it saves for the company. 

The more transaction is occurred on the record, the more valuable it is for the 

company. The other part of the value comes from the risk for the enterprise if it does 

not establish such a MDM system. The risks can be described by the following chart:  

Fixed Cost (a) Unit Variable Cost (β) 
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Obviously, the data quality is the most important factor of the risk and the higher data 

quality reduces the “amount” of the risk[7.2]. With the successful MDM, Ericsson now 

has reached a high master data quality as 98% while it has less than 50% before the 

centralized MDM system was established. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that 

the data quality is deemed to drop down with out keeping it in the system under 

GMDM’s governance and it will be followed by a rise of risk amount. Assume that 

the Quality with current global MDM is q1 , and it will be reduced to q2, the risk can 

be expressed by a general function as follow:   

                        R = f ( q1) - f ( q2)= f ( q1- q2) 

Accordingly, the value function can be described as 

2 2 rr vn h w ×× × + R =γ  v + f ( q1- q2) 

 

 

Where  

2n  --- Average number of transactions per record  

2rh  --- Average number of hours to create a record by data stakeholder (authorized 

requestors) 

rw  --- Hourly labor cost of data stakeholder (Authorized requestors)  

                                                        
[7.2]  George Marinos:  “Data Quality- A risk-based approach” 

  Risk of input incorrect data for transaction  

Risk of failure in transaction because of the 

incorrect data 

Risk of loosing enterprise reputation because 

of failure in transaction  

 

Average unit value (γ ) 
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V  -- Volume of master data record (Million)  

R  -- Amount of Risk without global MDM  

(1) Average number of transactions per record 

The average number of transactions per record within a specific period of time (n2) 

can be roughly estimated by the average of 366 master data records within three areas: 

material, customer and vendor, which are randomly selected in chapter five, the 

sampling result is displayed in the following table (Refer to appendix VII for details).  

Domains  # of samples  Mean   Max  Min  Median  Standard 

Deviation  

Material  142 196 1840 0.47 60 312 

Customer 200 397 5563 0 84 887 

Vendor  20 607 3186 0.3 19 1034 

Total   329 5563 0 75 735 

Table  7-2    Sampling results of # of transactions per record per quarter   

Obviously, # of transactions differs a lot from one sample to another according to the 

statistics showed in table 7-2, Also, the figures for different domains are characterized 

with big deviation. Therefore, the average of these samples is not a robust estimation 

for the population mean.  

Graph 7-5    Histrogram of Average # of transaction per record per quarter   

 

Graph 7-5 clearly indicates that a majority of sample records are used by real 
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transaction events for 0-100 times per quarter in average. Only a small portion of 

them are extremly frequently used. However, These outliers largely affect the sample 

mean. In this case, the sample median (75) is a more robust statistic than sample 

mean(392). Therefore, n2 is estimated to be 75.  

(2)   Relationship between transaction volume and maintenance volume  

Graph 7-6    Sca tter plot (# of Transactions vs. # of changes)     

The scatter plot above shows the relationship between number of transaction and 

number of changes. It is assumed in Chapter five that the more frequently used 

records may have the higher frequency of maintenance. However, the sampling result 

does not seem to prove this assumption. If we amplify the points inside the red square 

in graph 7-6, we can have a clearer look at whether there is any positive or negative 

relationship between these two factors in graph 7-7.  

Graph 7-7    Adjusted Scatter plot (# of Transactions vs. # of changes)     

Clearly enough, most of the points are located far away from the fitted linear 
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regression line; therefore, it is reasonable to preliminarily conclude that there is no 

evident positive relationship between the number of transaction and the number of 

maintenance. The statistics of linear regression further prove this view.  “Multiple 

R-squared” and “Adjusted R-square” value is very close to 0, this indicates that there 

is no positive correlation between these two variables and the first-order linear 

regression model does not fit the relationship between the number of transaction and 

the number of maintenance.  

(3)    Value function  

Plug the average number of transaction per record (75), average hourly labor cost of 

data stakeholders (140 SEK/Hour) in the general value function, we have the 

Ericsson’s master data value function as follow:  

     Total value of master data (Million SEK) = 10500 2rh V + 1 2( )f q q−   

Where 2rh  and q are left as an unknown parameters with may affect the breakeven 

volume of master data record.  

7.2.3   Breakeven Point  

The breakeven volume of master data record can be found by equalizing the total 

value with the total cost.  

Try both of the cost functions described in section 7.2.1.2: 

• Apply the cost function derived by regression analysis:   

Total Cost = 4.49 9.759 4.669X X+ + ; 

Total Value = 10500 2rh V  + 1 2( )f q q−  

4.49 13.8 4.669V V+ + =10500 2rh V  + 1 2( )f q q−  

2 2 2

1 1 2 2(2 190.44) 0c V c c V c⇒ + − + =  

Where : 

1 2

2 1 2

10500 4.669

( ) 4.49

rc h

c f q q

= −

= − −
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⇒ 1 2 1 2

2

1

95.238 2 9070.2766 380.95

2

c c c c
V

c

− ± −
=  

Whether there is any positive root of this equation depends on the value of hr2, 

expected quality without global MDM as well as the risk assessment function. Hence, 

another research on risk assessment function is required in order to calculate an exact 

figure of breakeven volume.  

•    Apply the cost function derived according to typical breakeven 

analysis theories (identifying fixed cost and variable cost)   

Total Cost = Vα β+   

Total Value = 10500 2rh V  + 1 2( )f q q−  

Where:  α  stands for the fixed budget for R&D cost;  

        β  stands for the summation of unit storage cost, unit maintenance cost;  

According to calculation performed in section 5.3.2, the summation of unit storage 

cost and unit maintenance cost were within the interval [50, 15], therefore, if 2rh  is 

larger than 0.00476 hours (equals to 17 seconds), 10500 2rh  is always larger than β . 

A reasonable estimation is that the number of hours spent by Authorized Requestors 

to create a record is at least more than 10 minutes. This means that 10500 2rh  is 

always larger than β . With this conclusion, we can narrow down our discussion as 

follows:  

Scenario 1:    If 1 2( )f q q−  >α  
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In this case, value curve is always above cost curve, meaning that MDM is always a 

profit-gaining business for the enterprise.  

Scenario 2:    If 1 2( )f q q−  < α  

 

 

 

In this case, spending is more than earning until we reach a certain volume of master 

data record (V*) 

Here, V * = 1 2

2

( )

10500 r

f q q

h
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− −

−
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0
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∂
 

Therefore, the breakeven volume of master data records will reduce if the β (Unit 

maintenance cost plus unit storage cost) and α  (total R&D cost) is reduced or 

f α 

Value Curve  

Cost Curve  

Master data Volume 

Total cost  

V* 

α f 

Value Curve  

Cost Curve  

Master data Volume 

Total cost  
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2rh (average hours spent by authorized requestors to create a record) and f (amount 

of risk without global MDM) is increased.  

According to the calculation performed in 5.3.2,α  experienced a large reduction 

from year 2004 and year 2008 while β experience a relatively slow increment. The 

theoretical largest breakeven volume for each year can be calculated by inserting the 

figures for α and β. Suppose that the risk was less than R&D cost which is 11863272 

SEK in 2004, and the average level of unit maintenance cost plus unit storage cost in 

2004 was about 200 SEK. Plug these figures into the breakeven volume equation, we 

obtain:   

V* = 1 2

2

11863272 ( )

10500 200r

f q q

h

− −

−
 

The least value of hr2 and least value of f gives the largest V*, therefore, take h r2 = 1/6 

hours, f = 0, we obtained the largest breakeven volume in year 2004 which is  

V* = 
11863272

7652
1750 200

≈
−

  

The theoretical breakeven point for the next several years can be calculated 

accordingly. Table 7-3 gives a comparison of the breakeven volume and actual 

volume:  

Year Fixed cost 
Unit  

Variable Cost 

Largest 

Breakeven Volume 
Actual Volume 

2004 11863272 200 7652 114046 

2005 13386000 98 8101 205364 

2006 14274258 111 8707 422836 

2007 16408258 76 9799 620267 

2008 18287522 74 10911 889407 

Table 7-3  Breakeven Volume VS. Actual Volume in history  

Hence, we find out that the largest breakeven volume of master data during the past 

five years was substantially less than the actual amount of master data records 

GMDM handled during the same period of time. It can be concluded that the global 

MDM solution of Ericsson started to make profit from the very beginning of its 

formal implementation.  
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Chapter 8      Conclusion and Further Topics  

In this chapter, a summary as well as conclusion of the investigation results will be given. 

Meanwhile, suggestion about what kinds of further studies can be made based on the current 

investigation results.  

8.1   Conclusion  

8.1.1   Master Data Cost Factors  

Classical theories of data cost indicate that the spending for an enterprise to keep data 

comes from “Data Storage” and “Data Maintenance”. “Data storage cost” is a big 

portion in enterprise’s IT budget, it includes Hardware /Software Cost and Operation 

Cost. “Data Maintenance Cost” includes more than just an hourly labor, it includes 

employee’s benefit, administration, equipment and facilities.  

As for master data, a special branch of data, it also drive up “Storage cost” and 

“Maintenance cost” for a general enterprise. For Ericsson, one more cost factor is 

discovered according to the onsite investigation, it is “Research and Development” 

Cost, including the labor cost of master data specialist who working for “Analysis, 

Process and Tool” team as well as the special software purchased for MDM.  

8.1.2   Model for cost per Record  

The following two models are used to calculate the cost per master data record in 

historical periods.  

Model 1: TCt = 98.41 SEK/GB/Quarter × GB × [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + n × RCt + n× (GMCt ÷ 

Nt) + (GAC t + SCt) ÷[(Vt+Vt-1)/2] 

Model 2: TCt = [Nt / (Vt+Vt-1)] × RCt + 98.41 SEK/GB/Month × GB× [(Vt+Vt-1)/2] + 

[GMCt + GACt +SCt] ÷ [(Vt+Vt-1)/2]                 

The calculation indicates that the average cost per master data record decreased a lot 

from 2004 to 2008.  
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8.1.3   Relationship between total cost and total Volume of master data 

records  

How total cost varies with the total volume of master data records is found out by 

Regression Analysis based on the historical data of total cost and total volume. The 

authenticity and number of available historical data determines how precise prediction 

can the fitted Regression Model provide. As GMDM has only been established for 

five years and the relevant cost-related figures are only recorded by years, we can just 

estimate the quarterly figures according to the yearly ones and number of quarterly 

figures is very limited. Therefore, the model established upon these data can only be 

used as a rough estimator. Errors should be expected.  

8.1.4   Breakeven volume of master data records  

Breakeven analysis helps to find out what is the critical level of master data volume 

above which MDM start to bring net profit or net loss to the enterprise. For Ericsson, 

the breakeven volume can be calculated in two ways:  

• Apply the cost function derived by regression analysis: 

1 2 1 2

2

1

95.238 2 9070.2766 380.95
*

2

c c c c
V

c

− ± −
=  

Where 

1 2

2 1 2

10500 4.669

( ) 4.49

rc h

c f q q

= −

= − −
 

2hr  is the average number of hours spent by data stakeholder to create a record in 

SAP system.  

1 2( )f q q−  is the expression for risk with master data quality (without centralized 

MDM) as a variable.  

 

The exact figure of breakeven volume is controlled by the average number of hours 

spent by data stakeholder to create a record and the risk assessment function f (q) 

• Apply the cost function derived according to typical breakeven analysis 

theories (identifying fixed cost and variable cost)   
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      V* = 1 2

2

( )

10500 r

f q q

h

α

β

− −

−
 if 1 2( )f q q− < α  

Or    V* = 0  if 1 2( )f q q− >α  

Where:  α stands for the fixed budget for R&D cost;  

        β  stands for the summation of unit storage cost, unit maintenance cost;  

2hr  is the average number of hours spent by data stakeholder to create a record in 

SAP system.  

(98% %)f q−  is the expression for risk with master data quality (without centralized 

MDM) as a variable.  

 

8.1.5   Conclusion 

Cost of Master Data seems to be a topic which has barely discovered by both the 

academic world and the business world as there is no relevant literature found out 

during the last six-month investigation. This suggests that the research area is not 

fertile or some research fruits are not published because cost is usually considered as 

confidential information of enterprises. I made a research on this topic with the help 

of statistical tools and it results in that the current MDM solution in Ericsson has 

made a big success in reducing the average cost per record since its formal 

implementation in 2004. Moreover, it is always a profit-gaining business for Ericsson 

as the total benefit it brings to the company is always extraordinarily larger than the 

total cost on precondition that the company is always in a very active transaction 

status during these past five years. Therefore, it is concluded that centralized MDM is 

a wise solution for a large-scaled and profit-oriented enterprise.  

8.2   Suggestions 

•  The marginal cost of GMDM, Ericsson kept on decreasing during the past five 

years, which means the maintenance productivity kept on increasing accordingly. 

However, whether the productivity per person has reached the limit is a question to be 

investigated. If not, further increase the productivity will help to further reduce the 
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maintenance cost. If yes, we will have to alter the labor structure, for example, keep 

on decreasing the number of staff working with maintenance in Sweden while 

increasing the personnel in Manila where labor cost is much lower than Sweden.  

•  Storage cost is rising linearly with the data volume, therefore, remove those 

un-necessary duplicated records will be a good solution to reduce the storage cost.  

•  Service Requesting Cost is a big portion within maintenance cost, the time they 

spent on creating a request tickets determine the cost level, therefore, give them a 

through training and further simplify the process of requesting for maintenance can 

help to reduce the amount of time and the service requesting cost accordingly.  

8.3   Further topics  

• The cost per master data record found out in our current study only represents the 

average level in certain historical period, the effect of how many fields are included in 

one record was not taken into consideration. However, it is natural to believe that the   

record with more fields (more information) is destined to cost more not only because 

the more fields means more storage space to occupied but also because the expected 

maintenance volume of the one with more fields should be higher if we consider the 

probability of each field to be maintained is the same. Hence, the actual cost per field 

can be a further topic to discuss.  

• The value function found out in our current study only represents the average level, 

However, there are certain number of records existing in the system which does not 

give much less value than the average, for example, the one-time vendor. It will be 

interesting to compare the actual cost for one-time vendor records with the actual 

value and find out a breakeven point for these “less-useful” records.  

• We obtained a model expressing the relationship between total volume and total 

cost of master data records. The effect of master data quality level on the total cost 

was not taken into consideration. However, it is natural to believe that the higher 

quality level will require more investment on both maintenance and R&D. Hence, 

quality can also be an independent variable to affect the level of total cost. A new 

model with both quality and volume as variable can be another topic to discuss.   
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•  We derived two expression of the breakeven volume of master data records as  

1 2 1 2

2

1

95.238 2 9070.2766 380.95
*

2

c c c c
V

c

− ± −
=    or    1 2

2

( )

10500 r

f q q

h

α

β

− −

−
 

Where 

1 2

2 1 2

10500 4.669

( ) 4.49

rc h

c f q q

= −

= − −
    

α  stands for the fixed budget for R&D cost;  

β  stands for the summation of unit storage cost and unit maintenance cost;  

1 2( )f q q−  is a general function representing the net amount of risk without the 

current global MDM system. Quality is used as a variable to control the amount of 

risk. In order to find out the exact amount of risk, we need to find out the exact form 

of this function. This is something related to another big topic – “Risk Assessment”.   
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Appendix I      “R script” for Regression Analysis  

1.   Import data  

> VOL.1<-cost2$Vol*0.5 
> VOL.1 
 [1] 0.105 0.110 0.115 0.125 0.165 0.210 0.220 0.230 0.315 0.410 0.455 0.535 
[13] 0.555 0.580 0.610 0.735 0.855 0.890 0.920 

> CS<-cost2$C*0.5 
> CS 
 [1]  8.155095  8.137550  8.239200  8.208670  9.873615 10.333945 10.254660 
 [8] 10.705280 11.610760 12.018110 12.343690 12.738165 14.889510 15.025160 
[15] 15.113675 16.058490 18.521460 18.340040 18.794395 

 

2.   Plot data  

 
>plot(VOL.1,CS,main="Master Data Volume vs. Total cost in history",xlab="Vol",ylab="Cost",lwd=3) 

 

3.   Fit data  

3.1    Simple Linear Regression  

>lm1 <-lm(CS~VOl.1) 
>summary(lm1) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = CS ~ VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.21897 -0.38077 -0.07251  0.48882  0.67732  
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Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   7.1345     0.2360   30.23 3.21e-16 *** 
VOL.1        12.7526     0.4641   27.48 1.58e-15 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.5539 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.978,      Adjusted R-squared: 0.9767  
F-statistic: 754.9 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 1.581e-15  

 

3.2    Log Regression   

>lm1.1 <-lm(CS~log(VOL.1)) 
>summary(lm1.1) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = CS ~ log(VOL.1)) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.8358 -0.3271 -0.1104  0.5375  1.6043  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)  17.6303     0.4133   42.66  < 2e-16 *** 
log(VOL.1)    4.5869     0.3122   14.69 4.29e-11 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 1.008 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.927,      Adjusted R-squared: 0.9227  
F-statistic: 215.9 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 4.29e-11  

 

3.3    Sqrt Regression  

>lm1.2 <-lm(CS~sqrt(VOL.1)) 
>summary(lm1.2) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = CS ~ sqrt(VOL.1)) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.4663 -0.1238  0.0902  0.3309  0.9512  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   2.6378     0.4466   5.906 1.73e-05 *** 
sqrt(VOL.1)  16.1396     0.6833  23.621 1.94e-14 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.6418 on 17 degrees of freedom 
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Multiple R-squared: 0.9704,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.9687  
F-statistic:   558 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 1.941e-14 

 

3.4    Scatter plot with fitted lines  

plot(VOL.1,CS,lwd=2) 
lines(VOL.1,lm1$fit,lwd=3,col="Black") 
lines(VOL.1,lm1.1$fit,lwd=3,col="Red") 
lines(VOL.1,lm1.2$fit,lwd=3,col="Blue") 
 
 

4.  Influence Diagnostics 

>  influence.measures(lm1);influence.measures(lm1.1);influence.measures(lm1.2) 
Influence measures of 
         lm(formula = CS ~ VOL.1) : 
 
     dfb.1_ dfb.VOL.  dffit cov.r  cook.d    hat inf 
1  -0.22711  0.17491 -0.229 1.235 0.02728 0.1261     
2  -0.28337  0.21704 -0.286 1.200 0.04200 0.1238     
3  -0.25244  0.19226 -0.255 1.213 0.03363 0.1216     
4  -0.35915  0.27034 -0.364 1.133 0.06630 0.1173     
5   0.40071 -0.28575  0.412 1.049 0.08247 0.1014     
6   0.28586 -0.18837  0.302 1.098 0.04570 0.0861     
7   0.16441 -0.10607  0.175 1.181 0.01595 0.0831     
8   0.33468 -0.21107  0.360 1.028 0.06290 0.0803     
9   0.17843 -0.08328  0.218 1.102 0.02407 0.0617     
10 -0.08817  0.00997 -0.148 1.135 0.01143 0.0529     
11 -0.11930 -0.02536 -0.262 1.028 0.03399 0.0531     
12 -0.13146 -0.24319 -0.670 0.583 0.16633 0.0606   * 
13  0.04548  0.14122  0.337 0.990 0.05451 0.0639     
14  0.01574  0.12114  0.250 1.093 0.03156 0.0688     
15 -0.00178  0.05794  0.105 1.201 0.00579 0.0758     
16  0.08485 -0.23453 -0.314 1.171 0.05022 0.1186     
17 -0.18882  0.37988  0.451 1.231 0.10232 0.1804     
18  0.06428 -0.12284 -0.143 1.401 0.01078 0.2022   * 
19  0.03653 -0.06731 -0.077 1.448 0.00315 0.2223   * 
Influence measures of 
         lm(formula = CS ~ log(VOL.1)) : 
 
      dfb.1_ dfb.l.VO   dffit cov.r   cook.d    hat inf 
1  -0.172787  -0.3680  0.4373 1.239 0.096363 0.1804     
2  -0.104697  -0.2320  0.2797 1.294 0.040594 0.1685     
3  -0.075985  -0.1749  0.2140 1.302 0.023964 0.1587     
4  -0.026358  -0.0639  0.0796 1.319 0.003359 0.1479     
5  -0.027350  -0.1153  0.1677 1.215 0.014705 0.0998     
6  -0.000914   0.0167 -0.0312 1.217 0.000515 0.0738     
7  -0.007665   0.0532 -0.1066 1.191 0.005983 0.0701     
8  -0.005568   0.0202 -0.0448 1.205 0.001063 0.0662     
9  -0.084360   0.0134 -0.1711 1.118 0.015057 0.0530     
10 -0.299473  -0.1042 -0.3948 0.885 0.071233 0.0566     
11 -0.388340  -0.1783 -0.4654 0.827 0.095405 0.0617     
12 -0.510714  -0.2851 -0.5672 0.758 0.135069 0.0704     
13 -0.010372  -0.0063 -0.0112 1.223 0.000066 0.0774     
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14 -0.032470  -0.0206 -0.0344 1.228 0.000627 0.0821     
15 -0.080060  -0.0529 -0.0836 1.227 0.003693 0.0879     
16 -0.052657  -0.0388 -0.0534 1.268 0.001510 0.1119     
17  0.728049   0.5736  0.7300 0.896 0.234203 0.1376     
18  0.558380   0.4464  0.5591 1.062 0.148950 0.1452     
19  0.743878   0.6010  0.7444 0.932 0.246447 0.1512     
Influence measures of 
         lm(formula = CS ~ sqrt(VOL.1)) : 
 
    dfb.1_ dfb.s.VO   dffit cov.r   cook.d    hat inf 
1   0.1870 -0.15758  0.1957 1.292 0.020066 0.1498     
2   0.0750 -0.06282  0.0789 1.312 0.003298 0.1438     
3   0.0559 -0.04649  0.0590 1.307 0.001847 0.1388     
4  -0.0564  0.04654 -0.0599 1.298 0.001903 0.1329     
5   0.3355 -0.26173  0.3748 1.085 0.069309 0.1027     
6   0.1265 -0.09117  0.1528 1.190 0.012203 0.0817     
7   0.0305 -0.02153  0.0376 1.222 0.000752 0.0782     
8   0.1202 -0.08245  0.1526 1.176 0.012154 0.0743     
9  -0.0179  0.00808 -0.0322 1.194 0.000549 0.0562     
10 -0.0858 -0.03824 -0.3716 0.896 0.063602 0.0532     
11 -0.0393 -0.12669 -0.4984 0.753 0.104693 0.0563     
12  0.0705 -0.30608 -0.7299 0.545 0.190196 0.0639   * 
13 -0.0198  0.05112  0.1003 1.196 0.005297 0.0711     
14 -0.0098  0.02154  0.0386 1.220 0.000789 0.0765     
15  0.0230 -0.04463 -0.0733 1.223 0.002844 0.0836     
16  0.1135 -0.17546 -0.2362 1.215 0.028888 0.1174     
17 -0.4356  0.61051  0.7450 0.962 0.249506 0.1602     
18 -0.2174  0.29901  0.3580 1.268 0.065599 0.1740     
19 -0.3499  0.47506  0.5614 1.174 0.154105 0.1853    
 

5.  Residual Diagnostics 

5.1    Heteroscadicity  

5.1.1   Residual Diagrams  
> res1<-resid(lm1);res1.1<-resid(lm1.1);res1.2<-resid(lm1.2) 
> plot(res1~VOL.1,lwd=2) 
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> plot(res1.1~VOL.1,lwd=2) 
 

 
 
 
>plot(res1.2~VOL.1,lwd=2) 
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> rst1<-rstandard(lm1);rst1.1<-rstandard(lm1.1);rst1.2<-rstandard(lm1.2) 
> fit1<-predict(lm1);fit1.1<-predict(lm1.1);fit1.2<-predict(lm1.2) 
> plot(rst1~fit1,lwd=2) 

 
>plot(rst1.1~fit1.1,lwd=2) 
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>plot(rst1.2~fit1.2,lwd=2) 
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5.1.2  P-G test 
> lm1.test<-lm(res1~VOL.1) 
> summary(lm1.test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1 ~ VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.2206 -0.3747 -0.0820  0.4832  0.6749  
 
Coefficients: 
             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -0.008223   0.235569  -0.035    0.973 
VOL.1        0.019245   0.464254   0.041    0.967 
 
Residual standard error: 0.5539 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.0001011,  Adjusted R-squared: -0.05872  
F-statistic: 0.001718 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.9674 

 
> lm1.test<-lm(res1~I(VOL.1^2)) 
> summary(lm1.test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1 ~ I(VOL.1^2)) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.21896 -0.38103 -0.07188  0.48912  0.67738  
 
Coefficients: 
              Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  0.0002757  0.1744594   0.002    0.999 
I(VOL.1^2)  -0.0010708  0.4642864  -0.002    0.998 
 
Residual standard error: 0.5539 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 3.129e-07,  Adjusted R-squared: -0.05882  
F-statistic: 5.32e-06 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.9982 
 

> lm1.test<-lm(res1~I(VOL.1^3)) 
> summary(lm1.test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1 ~ I(VOL.1^3)) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.21848 -0.37888 -0.07871  0.48644  0.67745  
 
Coefficients: 
             Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -0.001905   0.157733  -0.012    0.991 
I(VOL.1^3)   0.010411   0.510720   0.020    0.984 
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Residual standard error: 0.5539 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 2.444e-05,  Adjusted R-squared: -0.0588  
F-statistic: 0.0004156 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.984 

 
> lm1.test<-lm(res1~I(VOL.1^2)+VOL.1) 
> summary(lm1.test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1 ~ I(VOL.1^2) + VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.25094 -0.37097 -0.03949  0.48086  0.64970  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -0.07009    0.41485  -0.169    0.868 
I(VOL.1^2)  -0.38962    2.11951  -0.184    0.856 
VOL.1        0.39881    2.11947   0.188    0.853 
 
Residual standard error: 0.5703 on 16 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.002208,   Adjusted R-squared: -0.1225  
F-statistic: 0.01771 on 2 and 16 DF,  p-value: 0.9825 

 
> lm1.1test<-lm(res1.1~VOL.1) 
> summary(lm1.1test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.1 ~ VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max  
-1.906350 -0.407263 -0.007026  0.780099  1.254171  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.3490     0.4169  -0.837    0.414 
VOL.1         0.8167     0.8217   0.994    0.334 
 
Residual standard error: 0.9802 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.05493,    Adjusted R-squared: -0.0006667  
F-statistic: 0.988 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.3342 

 
> lm1.1test<-lm(res1.1~I(VOL.1^2)) 
> summary(lm1.1test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.1 ~ I(VOL.1^2)) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.8451 -0.4633  0.1326  0.7519  1.2165  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
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(Intercept)  -0.3787     0.2879  -1.315   0.2059   
I(VOL.1^2)    1.4707     0.7663   1.919   0.0719 . 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.9141 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.1781,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.1298  
F-statistic: 3.684 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.07188 

 
> lm1.1test<-lm(res1.1~I(VOL.1^3)) 
> summary(lm1.1test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.1 ~ I(VOL.1^3)) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.7387 -0.3858  0.1578  0.6246  1.2261  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)   
(Intercept)  -0.3744     0.2428  -1.542   0.1416   
I(VOL.1^3)    2.0459     0.7863   2.602   0.0186 * 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.8527 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.2848,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.2428  
F-statistic: 6.771 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.0186 
 

 
> lm1.1test<-lm(res1.1~I(VOL.1^2)+VOL.1) 
> summary(lm1.1test) 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.1 ~ I(VOL.1^2) + VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max  
-0.874170 -0.280664  0.006641  0.299583  0.838091  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)   1.7581     0.3444   5.105 0.000106 *** 
I(VOL.1^2)   13.2697     1.7596   7.541 1.18e-06 *** 
VOL.1       -12.1108     1.7596  -6.883 3.68e-06 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.4735 on 16 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.7925,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.7666  
F-statistic: 30.55 on 2 and 16 DF,  p-value: 3.437e-06 

 
> lm1.2test<-lm(res1.2~ VOL.1) 
> summary(lm1.2test) 
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Call: 
lm(formula = res1.2 ~ VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.4820 -0.1256  0.1466  0.3687  0.8734  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept) -0.07751    0.27205  -0.285    0.779 
VOL.1        0.18142    0.53616   0.338    0.739 
 
Residual standard error: 0.6396 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.00669,    Adjusted R-squared: -0.05174  
F-statistic: 0.1145 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.7392  

 
> lm1.2test<-lm(res1.2~ I(VOL.1^2)) 
> summary(lm1.2test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.2 ~ I(VOL.1^2)) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-1.4695 -0.1086  0.1894  0.3906  0.7866  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.1317     0.1967  -0.670    0.512 
I(VOL.1^2)    0.5116     0.5235   0.977    0.342 
 
Residual standard error: 0.6245 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.05319,    Adjusted R-squared: -0.002506  
F-statistic: 0.955 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.3422  

 
> lm1.2test<-lm(res1.2~ I(VOL.1^3)) 
> summary(lm1.2test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.2 ~ I(VOL.1^3)) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.42795 -0.07779  0.19303  0.34673  0.81294  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|) 
(Intercept)  -0.1477     0.1725  -0.856    0.404 
I(VOL.1^3)    0.8072     0.5585   1.445    0.167 
 
Residual standard error: 0.6056 on 17 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.1094,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.05705  
F-statistic: 2.089 on 1 and 17 DF,  p-value: 0.1665 

 
>lm1.2test<-lm(res1.2~ I(VOL.1^2)+VOL.1) 
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>summary(lm1.2test) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = res1.2 ~ I(VOL.1^2) + VOL.1) 
 
Residuals: 
    Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
-0.9700 -0.2873 -0.1025  0.4115  0.6933  
 
Coefficients: 
            Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)    
(Intercept)   0.9675     0.3554   2.722  0.01506 *  
I(VOL.1^2)    6.5815     1.8158   3.625  0.00228 ** 
VOL.1        -6.2304     1.8157  -3.431  0.00343 ** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.4886 on 16 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.4546,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.3864  
F-statistic: 6.667 on 2 and 16 DF,  p-value: 0.007833 

 

5.2    Normality Test  

>plot(lm1,2,lwd=2)  

 
 
>plot(lm1.1,2,lwd=2)  
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>plot(lm1.2,2,lwd=2)  
 

 
 
>hist(res1) 
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>hist(res1.1) 
 

 
 
 
 
>hist(res1.2) 
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> shapiro.test(res1);shapiro.test(res1.1);shapiro.test(res1.2) 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  res1  
W = 0.9141, p-value = 0.08791 
 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  res1.1  
W = 0.9514, p-value = 0.4178 
 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  res1.2  
W = 0.9099, p-value = 0.07385 

 

6.  Update Model 

6.1    Remove outlier (point 12)  

> VOL.1new<-VOL.1[i!=12] 
> VOL.1new 
 [1] 0.10520 0.11120 0.11660 0.12320 0.16555 0.20875 0.21795 0.22925 0.31495 0.40885 0.45395 0.55480 
0.58100 0.61230 0.73300 0.85600 
[17] 0.89185 0.92020 

 
> CS.new<-CS[i!=12] 
> CS.new 
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 [1]  8.155095  8.137550  8.239200  8.208670  9.873615 10.333945 10.254660 10.705280 11.610760 
12.018110 12.343690 14.889510 15.025160 
[14] 15.113675 16.058490 18.521460 18.340040 18.794395 

6.2    Fit new model 1 

> lm1.new<-lm(CS.new~sqrt(VOL.1new)) ;summary(lm1.new) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = CS.new ~ sqrt(VOL.1new)) 
 
Residuals: 
     Min       1Q   Median       3Q      Max  
-1.26081 -0.15035  0.07092  0.27831  0.81429  
 
Coefficients: 
               Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      2.6112     0.3775   6.917 3.47e-06 *** 
sqrt(VOL.1new)  16.3164     0.5808  28.093 4.82e-15 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.5423 on 16 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared: 0.9801,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.9789  
F-statistic: 789.2 on 1 and 16 DF,  p-value: 4.816e-15 

6.3    Regression Diagnostics  

> res1.new<-resid(lm1.new);  hist(res1.new,lwd=2) 
 
 
 

 
> shapiro.test(res1.new) 

 
Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 

 
data:  res1.new  
W = 0.9227, p-value = 0.1445 

 
 
>plot(lm1.new,2,lwd=2) 
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> plot(res1.new~VOL.1new,lwd=2) 

 
 
> rst1.new<-rstandard(lm1.new) 
> fit1.new<-predict(lm1.new) 
> plot(rst1.new~fit1.new,lwd=2) 
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6.4    Remove Outliers (Point 10, point 11) ,take square root of CS 

> CS.new1<-CS.new[i!=11] 
> CS.new1<-CS.new1[i!=10] 
> VOL.1newVOL.1new1<-VOL.1new[i!=11] 
> VOL.1new1<-VOL.1new[i!=11] 
> VOL.1new1<-VOL.1new1[i!=10] 
> VOL.1new1 
 [1] 0.10520 0.11120 0.11660 0.12320 0.16555 0.20875 0.21795 0.22925 0.31495 0.55480 0.58100 0.61230 
0.73300 0.85600 0.89185 0.92020 
[17]      NA      NA 
> lm.1new1<-lm(CS.new1~sqrt(VOL.1new1)) 
> lm.1new1<-update(lm.1new1,sqrt(.)~.) 
> summary(lm.1new1) 
 
Call: 
lm(formula = sqrt(CS.new1) ~ sqrt(VOL.1new1)) 
 
Residuals: 
      Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max  
-0.083229 -0.033671 -0.001098  0.029093  0.085935  
 
Coefficients: 
                Estimate Std. Error t value Pr(>|t|)     
(Intercept)      2.11966    0.03231   65.60   <2e-16 *** 
sqrt(VOL.1new1)  2.30201    0.04978   46.25   <2e-16 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
Residual standard error: 0.04634 on 14 degrees of freedom 
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  (2 observations deleted due to missingness) 
Multiple R-squared: 0.9935,     Adjusted R-squared: 0.993  
F-statistic:  2139 on 1 and 14 DF,  p-value: < 2.2e-16  
 

> rst.1new1<-rstandard(lm.1new1);fit1.new1<.-predict(lm.1new1) 
>plot(fit1.new1, rst.1new1,lwd=2)  
 

 
>plot(lm.1new1,2,lwd=2) 

 
 
 
> res.1new1<-resid(lm.1new1); hist (lm.1new1,2,lwd=2) 
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>plot(VOL.1new1,CS.new1,lwd=2) 
>lines(VOL.1new1,lm.1new1$fit^2,lwd=2) 

6.5    Prediction  

>VOL.1new1<-as.numeric(VOL.1new1) 
>CS.new1<-as.numeric(CS.new1) 
>new<-data.frame(VOL.1new1=c(0.920404, 1.160211, 1.425064, 1.486014, 1.809908, 2.186865, 2.325503, 
2.427300, 2.958025, 3.575067, 3.802327, 3.969127, 4.837336,5.846592)) 
> predict(lm.1new1,new,interval="prediction",level=0.95) 
     fit      lwr      upr 
1  4.328153 4.218981 4.437325 
2  4.599224 4.485096 4.713352 
3  4.867707 4.747569 4.987844 
4  4.925858 4.804291 5.047426 
5  5.216617 5.087290 5.345945 
6  5.523883 5.385397 5.662368 
7  5.630131 5.488283 5.771979 
8  5.706142 5.561834 5.850451 
9  6.078864 5.921901 6.235828 
10 6.472264 6.301063 6.643464 
11 6.608476 6.432173 6.784778 
12 6.705876 6.525878 6.885874 
13 7.182686 6.984107 7.381265 
14 7.685856 7.466955 7.904756 

> predict<-predict(lm.1new1,new,interval="prediction",level=0.95) 
> predict<-predict^2 
> predict 
      fit      lwr      upr 
1  18.73291 17.79980 19.68986 
2  21.15286 20.11609 22.21569 
3  23.69457 22.53942 24.87858 
4  24.26408 23.08121 25.47651 
5  27.21309 25.88052 28.57912 
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6  30.51328 29.00250 32.06241 
7  31.69838 30.12125 33.31574 
8  32.56006 30.93399 34.22778 
9  36.95259 35.06891 38.88555 
10 41.89020 39.70339 44.13562 
11 43.67195 41.37285 46.03321 
12 44.96878 42.58709 47.41526 

 
 
 

Reference 
 

Yi Xue, LiPing Chen, Statistical Modeling and R Program 

Walter Zucchini, Oleg Nenadi´ , Statistical Analysis with R 
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Appendix II    “R script” for time series analysis  

1    Import time series and plot  

>VOLS<- cost2$Vol*0.5 
> VOLS<-ts(VOLS) 
Time Series: 
Start = 1  
End = 20  
Frequency = 1  
        Volume 
 [1,] 102027.5 
 [2,] 108374.0 
 [3,] 113987.0 
 [4,] 119176.0 
 [5,] 127262.0 
 [6,] 203810.0 
 [7,] 213686.5 
 [8,] 222183.0 
 [9,] 236289.0 
[10,] 393605.5 
[11,] 424050.0 
[12,] 483862.0 
[13,] 543360.0 
[14,] 566213.0 
[15,] 595745.0 
[16,] 628882.0 
[17,] 837089.5 
[18,] 874878.5 
[19,] 908783.5 
[20,] 932025.0 

 
> VOLS<-ts(VOLS[,],start=2004,freq=4) 
> VOLS 
         Qtr1     Qtr2     Qtr3     Qtr4 
2004 102027.5 108374.0 113987.0 119176.0 
2005 127262.0 203810.0 213686.5 222183.0 
2006 236289.0 393605.5 424050.0 483862.0 
2007 543360.0 566213.0 595745.0 628882.0 
2008 837089.5 874878.5 908783.5 932025.0 

 
> VOLS<-log(VOLS/10000) 
> VOLS 
Time Series: 
Start = 1  
End = 20  
Frequency = 1  
        Volume 
 [1,] 2.322657 
 [2,] 2.383003 
 [3,] 2.433499 
 [4,] 2.478016 
 [5,] 2.543663 
 [6,] 3.014603 
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 [7,] 3.061925 
 [8,] 3.100916 
 [9,] 3.162471 
[10,] 3.672764 
[11,] 3.747266 
[12,] 3.879215 
[13,] 3.995187 
[14,] 4.036385 
[15,] 4.087228 
[16,] 4.141359 
[17,] 4.427346 
[18,] 4.471500 
[19,] 4.509522 
[20,] 4.534775 

 
>plot.ts(VOLS,main="Total Volume of master data record in history",lwd=2,xlab="year",ylab="Total volume 
of master data record") 
 
 

 
 

2.    Estimate and Eliminate  

2.1  Loess Method  

2.1.1  Detrend and desesonalize  
> stl(VOLS,"per") 
 Call: 
 stl(x = VOLS, s.window = "per") 
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Components 
           seasonal    trend    remainder 
2004 Q1 -0.06226506 2.316293  0.068629425 
2004 Q2  0.06101071 2.379296 -0.057303942 
2004 Q3  0.02170282 2.448958 -0.037161327 
2004 Q4 -0.02044898 2.531677 -0.033211474 
2005 Q1 -0.06226506 2.691541 -0.085613471 
2005 Q2  0.06101071 2.857916  0.095676517 
2005 Q3  0.02170282 3.013824  0.026398417 
2005 Q4 -0.02044898 3.159343 -0.037977434 
2006 Q1 -0.06226506 3.329107 -0.104371513 
2006 Q2  0.06101071 3.521448  0.090305218 
2006 Q3  0.02170282 3.724118  0.001445680 
2006 Q4 -0.02044898 3.874250  0.025413741 
2007 Q1 -0.06226506 3.963555  0.093897377 
2007 Q2  0.06101071 4.030609 -0.055234898 
2007 Q3  0.02170282 4.108721 -0.043196010 
2007 Q4 -0.02044898 4.227394 -0.065586542 
2008 Q1 -0.06226506 4.342670  0.146940691 
2008 Q2  0.06101071 4.424031 -0.013541314 
2008 Q3  0.02170282 4.498833 -0.011014290 
2008 Q4 -0.02044898 4.566663 -0.011439040 

 
>plot(stl(VOLS,"per") 

 
 
 
>VOLS.loess<-stl(VOLS,"per") 
> loess.season<-VOLS.loess$time.series[1:20,1] 
>St<-loess.season 
>loess.trend<- VOLS.loess$time.series[1:20,2] 
>Mt<- loess.trend 
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>Rt<-VOLS-St-Mt 
>Rt<-ts(Rt[,],start=2005,freq=4) 
> Rt 
             Qtr1         Qtr2         Qtr3         Qtr4 
2004  0.068629425 -0.057303942 -0.037161327 -0.033211474 
2005 -0.085613471  0.095676517  0.026398417 -0.037977434 
2006 -0.104371513  0.090305218  0.001445680  0.025413741 
2007  0.093897377 -0.055234898 -0.043196010 -0.065586542 
2008  0.146940691 -0.013541314 -0.011014290 -0.011439 

 
>plot.ts(Rt,main="Residuals time series") 
 

 
 
2.1.2  Residual Test  
> qqnorm(Rt) 
> qqline(Rt) 
>hist(Rt) 
>shapiro.test(Rt) 
>acf(Rt) 
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        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  Rt  
W = 0.9409, p-value = 0.2498 

2.2  By differencing method  

2.2.1   Deseasonalize  
> X1<-VOLS 
> X1<-lag(X1,4) 
> X1<-VOLS 
> X2<-lag(X1,4) 
> X3<-X1-X2 
> X3 
           Qtr1       Qtr2       Qtr3       Qtr4 
2004 -0.2210056 -0.6316000 -0.6284256 -0.6229000 
2005 -0.6188077 -0.6581610 -0.6853414 -0.7782984 
2006 -0.8327165 -0.3636212 -0.3399614 -0.2621439 
2007 -0.4321589 -0.4351147 -0.4222942 -0.3934160 

 
>plot(X3,main="deseasonalized time seriers by differencing method") 

 
2.2.2    Residual test  
>acf(X3) 
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> qqnorm(X3) 
> qqline(X3) 

 
 
 

 
> shapiro.test(X3) 
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   Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  X3  
W = 0.9453, p-value = 0.4184 

 
> pacf(X3) 

 

3.   Fit a model  
 
> arima(X3,c(1,0,0)) 
 
Call: 
arima(x = X3, order = c(1, 0, 0)) 
 
Coefficients: 
         ar1  intercept 
      0.5525    -0.4919 
s.e.  0.2229     0.0819 
 
sigma^2 estimated as 0.02298:  log likelihood = 7.3,  aic = -8.6 

> arima(X3,c(2,0,0)) 
 
Call: 
arima(x = X3, order = c(2, 0, 0)) 
 
Coefficients: 
         ar1      ar2  intercept 
      0.6551  -0.1528    -0.4954 
s.e.  0.2969   0.2923     0.0753 
 
sigma^2 estimated as 0.02249:  log likelihood = 7.44,  aic = -6.87 

 
> arima(X3,c(1,0,1)) 
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Call: 
arima(x = X3, order = c(1, 0, 1)) 
 
Coefficients: 
         ar1     ma1  intercept 
      0.4637  0.1483    -0.4932 
s.e.  0.3494  0.3732     0.0790 
 
sigma^2 estimated as 0.02272:  log likelihood = 7.37,  aic = -6.75 

4.    Diagnose checking 

> fit<-arima(X3,order=c(1,0,0)) 
tsdiag(fit) 

 
> Box.test(fit$resid,lag=1) 
 
  Box-Pierce test 
 
data:  fit$resid  
X-squared = 0.0128, df = 1, p-value = 0.91 

 

5.    Prediction  

> pred<-predict(fit,n.ahead=18) 
> pred 
$pred 
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         Qtr1    Qtr2      Qtr3      Qtr4 
2008 -0.4374756 -0.4618195 -0.4752701 -0.4827018 
2009 -0.4868080 -0.4890767 -0.4903303 -0.4910229 
2010 -0.4914055 -0.4916170 -0.4917338 -0.4917984 
2011 -0.4918340 -0.4918537 -0.4918646 -0.4918706 
 
$se   
         Qtr1    Qtr2    Qtr3      Qtr4 
2008 0.1515807 0.1731792 0.1792550 0.1810693 
2009 0.1816195 0.1817871 0.1818383 0.1818539 
2010 0.1818587 0.1818601 0.1818606 0.1818607 
2011 0.1818607 0.1818608 0.1818608 0.1818608 

 
 
 

Reference 
 

Walter Zucchini, Oleg Nenadi´ , Time Series Analysis with R  
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Appendix III    Historical Volume of Master Data   

Time point V Period V' 

2003.12.31 102028   

2004.03.31 108374 2004/Q1 105201 

2004.06.30 113987 2004/Q2 111181 

2004.09.30 119176 2004/Q3 116582 

2004.12.31 127262 2004/Q4 123219 

2005.03.31 203810 2005/Q1 165536 

2005.06.30 213687 2005/Q2 208748 

2005.09.30 222183 2005/Q3 217935 

2005.12.31 236289 2005/Q4 229236 

2006.03.31 393606 2006/Q1 314947 

2006.06.30 424050 2006/Q2 408828 

2006.09.30 483862 2006/Q3 453956 

2006.12.31 543360 2006/Q4 513611 

2007.03.31 566213 2007/Q1 554787 

2007.06.30 595745 2007/Q2 580979 

2007.09.30 628882 2007/Q3 612314 

2007.12.31 837090 2007/Q4 732986 

2008.03.31 8748790 2008/Q1 855984 

2008.06.30 908784 2008/Q2 891831 

2008.09.30 932025 2008/Q3 920404 
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Appendix IV    Historical Volume of maintenance 

Material  Customer  Vendor Finance 

Period CBS(P18) 
Mass 
upload  

MUS  
(P12) 

Mass 
upload Subtotal 

CBS         
(P18) 

Mass 
upload 

MUS 
(P12) 

Mass 
upload Subtotal 

CBS 
(P18) 

Mass 
upload 

MUS 
(P12) 

Mass 
upload Subtotal 

CBS  
(P18) 

Mass 
upload 

MUS  
(P12) 

Mass 
upload Subtotal Total  

2004/Q1 366988 308859 0 0 58129 8378 0 49427 0 57804 3041 0 11137 0 14178 795 0 5247 0 6042 136153

2004/Q2 287487 248141 0 0 39347 2950 0 10883 0 13832 2586 0 28997 0 31583 967 0 6388 0 7354 92115

2004/Q3 242463 224121 0 0 18343 1158 0 24228 0 25386 6764 0 100422 0 107186 195 0 2525 0 2719 153633

2004/Q4 330742 306556 0 0 24186 764 0 7853 0 8617 1552 0 56273 0 57825 263 0 4329 0 4592 95219

2005/Q1 289110 221718 95885 0 163277 736 0 4526 0 5262 1713 0 51145 0 52858 303 0 2563 0 2866 224261

2005/Q2 360503 316579 325970 0 369894 1287 0 14859 0 16146 989 0 11628 0 12617 370 0 6868 0 7238 405894

2005/Q3 261816 177981 188482 0 272317 682 0 4184 0 4866 1694 0 15759 0 17453 170 0 2079 0 2249 296884

2005/Q4 564353 409433 429777 0 584697 764 0 8734 0 9498 1036 0 19957 0 20993 205 0 4188 0 4393 619580

2006/Q1 106437 18033 210381 0 298784 1834 0 18542 0 20376 909 0 20792 0 21701 1004 0 6124 0 7127 347988

2006/Q2 92638 29433 129017 0 192221 3990 0 5553 0 9543 1256 0 39613 0 40869 129 0 8311 0 8440 251072

2006/Q3 177679 71100 149799 0 256377 4386 0 17201 0 21586 1294 0 25262 0 26555 45 0 5423 0 5468 309986

2006/Q4 131317 32342 166449 0 265423 1419 0 18546 0 19965 1158 0 67394 0 68552 1756 0 2973 0 4728 358668

2007Q1 214584 59112 274283 0 429755 1504 0 7990 0 9494 1477 0 188356 0 189833 94 0 3526 0 3620 632701

2007Q2 209630 31404 305110 0 483337 2219 0 10901 0 13120 5322 0 117988 0 123310 678 0 3248 0 3926 623693

2007Q3 117134 22500 313974 0 408608 1346 0 4714 0 6060 4727 0 132009 0 136735 416 0 2087 0 2503 553905

2007Q4 170466 36459 500446 0 634454 937 0 12963 0 13900 10372 970 102999 0 112401 583 0 6959 0 7541 768295

2008Q1 173819 65534 745469 0 853754 6101 19 14652 0 20734 3488 1133 30283 0 32637 311 0 4610 0 4920 912044

2008Q2 169391 72203 455085 0 552273 3290 23 15131 0 18399 2605 1170 31987 0 33422 228 0 8913 0 9140 613233

2008Q3 141304 55864 684218 0 769658 2988 15 18019 0 20993 4929 794 41517 0 45652 178 0 6515 0 6693 842994


